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. .An Economic Evaluation of Low Investment Swine Production Systems
Introduction
Hogs are an important livestock enterprise In Minnesota. They are pro-
duced by a large number of farmers and they represent a major source of farm
income in the state. Hogs were produced on 33,000 of Minnesota’s 104,000 farms
during 1979. Cash receipts from the sale of hogs in Minnesota totaled $651
million in 1979, 12 percent of the cash receipts from farm marketlngs. Dairy
products (18 percent), soybeans (7 percent) and cattle and calves (7 percent)
are the only products accounting for a larger proportion of agricultural
sales In 1978. Nationwide, Minnesota ranked fourth behind Iowa, Illlnois
& Missouri, in hogs marketed that year. [193
Swine continues to be an important livestock enterprise in Minnesota
for a variety of reasons. The opportunity to productively utlllze ava~lable
facilities and labor not required for crop production are important reasons
for producing hogs on many Minnesota farms. Annual reports of the South-
western Minnesota Farm Management Association L2] indicate the average
returns above feed costs for complete farrow-to-finish operations exceeded
$10 per hundred pounds in all but one of the eight years (Table 1). These
data also indicate that returns were high enough to cover feed and direct
costs In each of these seven years. Easy access to markets for feeder pigs
and slaughter hogs also encourage more people to produce hogs in Minnesota.
Looking ahead, low cost corn for feeding (relatlve to the rest of the country),
an important factor in the profitability of swine production, and the other
factors mentioned, can be expected to encourage further expansion of hog
production in Minnesota.-2-
Swine are produced with a wide variety of production systems In Minnesota.
These systems can be divided into feeder pig production, flnlshing of feeder
pigs, and farrow-to-flnlsh operations. The facilities used In the pr-oductlon
of each group range from portable buildlngs and equipment on pasture to
environmentally controlled confinement facilities.
Table 1. Average Returns of Southwestern Minnesota Farm Management
Association Cooperators for Complete Farrow-to-Finish
Swine Operations.
Average Return Above Average Return Above
Feed Cost Per Cwt. Feed and Direct Costs
1980










Potential producers as well a% exl~ting producers that are evaluating
changes In their sw~ne production system can use comparative data across
systems to help develop their plans. Data on the labor and capital require-
ments, the relatlve profitability and the cash flows of alternative product~on
systems can be used to analyze adjustments In production systems. Such plannlng
data are available for high investment confinement systems for farrow–to-
finish operations, feeder pig production and feeder pig finishing In M~nnesota
in Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletins 533, 534 and 535, respectively
c7, 9, 101. This publication summarizes an evaluation of smaller and lower
investment swine production systems.
operations with production during the
round use of remodeled buildlngs. In
The systems analyzed range from pasture
warmer months to rather intense year-
each case the system-2-
emphasizes use of facilities that can be constructed and remodeled by
farm operator.
The report includes one section for each type of hog production:
feeder pig production, farrow-to-finish operations and hog finishing.
Feeder Pig Production includes a breeding herd, the farrowing
of pigs and the marketing of pigs at approximately eight weeks
of age and weighing approximately 40 pounds (18.2 kg )
the
Farrowto+inish Operations Include a breeding herd, the farrowing of
pigs, feeding the pigs to approximately six months of age and
selling slaughter hogs weighing 220-230 pounds (100-104 kg ).
Swine Finishing Operations purchase approximately eight-week
old feeder pigs weighing approximately 40 pounds (18.2 kg ),
and selling slaughter hogs weighing 220-230 pounds (100-104 kg ).
Method of Analysis
The discussion for each type of production 1s divided into several
subsections. The first subsection describes the production systems analyzed,
and presents a production calendar which outlines the timing of production
activities and the animal flow through the facilities. This provides the
basis for the analysis.
The estimated amount of labor required for construction and remodeling
of facilities as well as the total Investment costs for buildings and equip- —-
ment are based on the components of each system and the necessary materials.
Average upper mldwest material prices for mid-1980 were used in estimating
investment costs. Reasonable work rates for individuals familiar with
routine construction and maintenance of small farm facilities were assumed
m making the hourly estimates. Actual investment costs may differ sub-
stantially among producers because of the variation in material costs and-4-
the amount of hired labor used in building the facilities. The hours of
labor required will vary based on the experience and skill of the individual
in construction work.
Enterprise budgets (projected average annual costs and returns) are
calculated for each system to summarize the estimated gross receipts, total
operating inputs and costs, total ownership costs (depreciation, interest,
real estate taxes and insurance on the investment in facilities) and net
returns to the operator’s labor and management. Enterprise budgets provide
an estimate of the profitability of an enterprise based on projected costs
and returns for the “average” year.
It is also useful to project cash receipts and expense for the start-up
period when large capital outlays exceed cash income from the enterprise.
The projeckd monthly cash flow estimates the cash receipts and the cash expen- — —
ditures, both operating and investment capital, on a month-by–month basis.
The projected cash flow for the first and second years indicates how much
capital the operator will have to obtain from other sources to start the
enterprise and the expected repayment capacity. Completing the cash flow
projections for succeeding years provides information on the payback period s“d
the amount of time needed to repay the initial investment.
The labor requirements for establishing and operating each system are ——
estimated ~~. The number of hours required both to construct the necessary
structures and the annual requirement to operate the various systems are
listed. No dollar cost is placed on the labor since this is determined by
ttheopportunity cost for an individual’s time.
Finally, estimates of energy requirements and environmental characteristics
are estimated for each production system. The estimated energy required for-5-
ventilation, heating and materials handling are made. The relative effect
on air and water quallty for each system are estimated and compared.
Basic Unit of Analysis
A 16-SOW farrowing unit is the common denominator of the systems anal-
yzed. The size of unit M varied by increasing the number of farrowings per
year. The systems analyzed range from one group of 16 sows farrowing on
pasture once per year through six groups of sows with one group farrowing
every four weeks (referred to as continuous farrowing) for 13 litters per
year. These increasing sow and litter numbers were then matched with in-
creasing levels of capital investment. The matrix in Figure 1 depicts the
eleven possible systems to examine. This study will present the engineering
specifications for all systems. However, the economic analyses in this study are
limited to systems producing one to SIX litters per year. The Greene and Eldman
studies 11 7,9,10 on confinement systems provide the economic analysis of systems
similar to I and K.
Prices
Investment costs for construction and remodeling are based on typical
purchase prices for materials and supplies at local lumber yards. Design
of the facilities is based on plans available from the Midwest Plan Ser-
vice ~7,21, ?21. . An additional 20 percent was added to the initial cost of
materials and supplies to allow for miscellaneous items. Certain portions
of these investment costs are eligible for investment tax credit. Such
items as the pasture fences, paved outside aprons, feeders and waterers
would quallfy for the 10% investment credit. However, since part of the
Investment cost will not quallfy and because the tax situation will differ
widely for individuals considering these systems, no investment credit
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include the appropriate amount of Investment credit in the cash
time the credit would be received. Additional information is
the Internal Revenue Service, Farmers Tax Guide [83.
for major feed inputs and livestock sales are 5-year planning
prices based on discussions with Extension Agricultural Economists, at the
University of Minnesota, and supported by Farm Planning Prices, October
1980 ~~. The major prices used were:
Corn - $3.00 per bushel
Soybean Meal - $14.50 per cwt.
Feeder Pigs – $50.00 per head
Market Hogs - $52.00 per cwt.
other operating costs were based on the average cost from the 1978 and 1979
annual reports of the Minnesota Farm Management Association [ 2 ] and other
current research.
Rations
Feed costs are a major cost component of raising hogs, making the
assumptions m this area a very Important part of
basic rations used in this study to estimate feed
costs were recommended by University of Minnesota
[12, 13, 14, 15]. They are presented in Table 2.
the analysis. The seven
requirements and feed
animal scientists
Table 3 summarizes the feeding rates used in the analysis. The pounds
of ration fed per head per day varied by season of the year and whether the
animal was in pasture or drylot, as well as by the size of animal and stage
in the reproduction cycle.
Other rations and feeding rates may be more economical and efficient
different prices, avallablllty of feed ingredients and general management
practices. However, these rations and feeding rates meet the nutritional
requirements for the size of hogs Included and can be expected to provide
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Table 3: Daily Feeding Rates
Market hogs and replacement gilts to prebreed
Grower ration - 40 to 110 lb.
Finishing ration - 110 to 220 lb.
Sows and Gilts
Pasture Prebreed and Gestation Ration




Lactation Sows (summer & winter)
Pigs
Creep - 1 week to 15 lb.




































With the exception of the one litter pasture system and the start-up
years, the systems analyzed assume each sow or gilt IS scheduled to farrow
two times per year. Figure 2 shows the number of days required for each
stage the sow goes through from one breeding period to the next. Pur-
chased gilts are assumed to be bought 21 days prior to flushlng and the
flush period requires 14 days. This means new gilts are on the farm five
weeks prior to breeding. The flush period for gilts 1s included for all
systems except those utillzmg pasture. The 114 days for breeding and gesta-
tion allow animals bred on the first day to farrow 114 days later.
Those anmals bred two weeks Into the breeding/gestation phase
will farrow during the middle of the farrowing phase. The 28 days for
farrowing and 14 for lactation allow the sow that farrows during the middle
of the farrowing phase (the “average” sow) to lactate for four weeks.
4 minimum of 27 days IS allowed to put the sow at the be~lnnlne of
the breeding gestation phase. During the final 14 days of this 27 day
period is the flush period for the replacement gilts. This breeding,
gestation, farrowlng, lactation and prebred schedule ls repeated twice
each year to yield two farrowmgs per female per year, The length of the
pre-breeding and lactation phases of the schedule IS adjusted for the pasture
system in an effort to schedule the farrowings in the mildest months.
Boars are purchased th~rty days prior to the beglnnmg of breeding
the first groupof gilts. All systems assume a group of 3 boars - allowlng
one boar per ten gilts or sows plus one extra. Those boars are sold one
week after they breed the last group of sows and gilts a second time.
This prevents the possibility of inbreeding.
The schedule for the pigs raised can be described in relationship
to the rations fed during the various stages of growth as shown In Table 4.
The analysis assumes that a pig WII1 reach market weight at (1) 65 days















































Table 4: Days on Feed for Pigs












Market hogs are assumed to average 1.4 pounds of gain per day while
on grower ration from 40 to 110 pounds and 1.7 pounds gain per day
during the finishing period.
Space Requirements
The space needs per hog and the number of hogs determine the size of
the facilities required. The space requirements recommended by the
Midwest Plan Service [21,22] were used in this study.
ized In Table 5.
Table 5. Space Requirements
Square Feet ~f Floor Space Per Hog
Open Front Housing
15 covered, 10 outdoors
4 covered, 6 outdoors
5 covered, 7 outdoors
Sows and Boars:
Sow and Litter:
Pigs to 60 lbs.:











7 sows with litters/acre
50 to 100 growing-finishing pigs/acre depending on fertility
continued on page 13-13-
15 to 20 Sq. ft./sow
20 to 30 sq. ft./sow and litter
4 sq. ft./pig to 100 lbs.
6 sq. ft./pig over 100 lbs,
Feeder and Waterer Space
Self–feeders : one space per 4–5 pigs
Supplement feeders: one space/15 pigs
Sow feeders: I’/sow self-fed, 2’/sow all fed at once
Waterers: one space/20 to 25 pigs.-14-
FEEDER PIG PRODUCTION
Both the management skills of the operator and the environment pro-
vided are normally considered very important in farrowing and raising
pigs to 40 pounds. The ability of the manager-operator to obtain and
maintain high conception rates, adequate litter size and disease
free hogs and pigs is crucial to the viability of the business. As the
management level changes from farm to farm, so do such items as l~tter
size that in turn changes the profitability of the swine enterprise.
The environment in the farrowing and nursery facilities also play an
important role m death loss and rates of gain.
In general the cleaner and more optimally controlled the env~ronment,
the lower the death loss and the higher the rate of gain. Thus a manager
with given management skills would be expected to produce more pigs
per litter in some facilities than others. This research is based on
the same level of management skills across the systems analyzed.
The feeder pig systems analyzed can be described in terms of the housing
need and the number of litters farrowed per year. Systems A and B
utilize portable buildings on pasture or dry lot. Systems G and D
are designed around two ways to remodel and use an exist~ng util~ty
building. Systems E, F and G consider three alternative ways to remodel
and use an old dairy stanchion barn. Finally, System H assumes new
low cost buildings are constructed. More specifically, the feeder pig
systems examined are:
System A - A pasture operation with the gilts farrowing in portable
A-frame buildlngs once per year. Portable gestation facilities




A pasture operation with 16 sows farrowing twice per year
m portable A-Frame buildingq. Both the nursery and gestation
facilities are portable buildings.
A remodeled uninsulated building, such as an old utility
building or garage is used for 2 farrowings per year
and for nursery facilities. An open front remodeled shed
is used as the gestation facility.
The remodeled farrowing building used in System C has
insulation and mechanical ventilation added to allow
farrowing over more of the year. Four litters are
produced per year. The breeding herd is housed in a new open
front shed.
System E - A remodeled dairybarn with neither insulationnor mechanical
ventilation is used to farrow two litters per
year and as a nursery. A new open front shed is used for
gestation.
System F - The remodeled dairy barn used in System E has insulation and
mechanical ventilation added to allow four farrowings per
year. The barn also includes the nursery facilities. The
breeding herd is housed in a new open front shed.
System G - The major building in this system is the remodeled dairy
barn of System E with insulation, mechanical ventilation
and concrete manure storage added. The barn is used to
farrow 6 lltters per year and to house the nursery unit.
Breeding animals are housed in a new modified, open front
building.-16-
System H - Uses a new pole building for farrowing and
The breeding herd is housed in another new




Minnesota Farm Management reports indicate the average number of
pigs weaned per litter by cooperators is
to-finish operations. System G I-Sa “mid
from pasture to total confinement. It 1S
approximately 7.5 for farrow-
point” of all systems ranging
assumed a good manager using
System G can wean an average of 7.5 pigs per litter. Using this point
of reference, extension specialists familiar with alternative swine
production systems developed the following weaning rates by systems
which are assumed in the analysls.
System A - 7.5 pigs weaned per litter
System B - 7.0 pigs weaned per lltter
System C - 7.0 pigs weaned per litter
System D - 7.3 pigs weaned per litter
System E – 7.0 pigs weaned per Iltter
System F - 7.3 pigs weaned per litter
System G - 7.5 pigs weaned per litter
System H - 7.3 pigs weaned per litter
These litter sizes are for the normal herds made up of sows and replace-
ment gilts retained from the herd. The all gilt herds used during the
first year of operation were assumed to wean .7 of a pig less.
The impact of conception rates, culling rate and death loss on
the animal flow for one group of females in the breeding herd 1s shown
in Figure 3. This 52-week period begins with the initial breeding of
20 gilts, An 80 percent conception rate and 5 percent death loss IS assumed
resulting in the sale of 3 unbred gilts and death loss of one gilt..-
-11-
Flgure 3, Affect of ConceptIon Rates, Culllng Rates, and Death Loss





















Sell 3 non-bred gilts
1 gilt dies —






Sell 3 cull sows
1 sow dies —
.
1
>tBreed 12 sows and
6 replacement gilts .
(90% C.R. SOWS,
80% C.Il.gilts)
Sell 1 non-bred sow
Sell 1 non-bred gilt —
Leaves 16 sows & gilts bred
(11 sows, 5 gilts)
n
Farrow 16 sows
>~Ifbreeding takes place ~n late .Julyor August then: (a) an all gilt herd
of 23 1s needed due to lower (70%) conception rate; (b) a sow–gilt herd
will need 9 replacement gilts to compensate for 80% and 70% conception
rate for sows and gdts, respectively.-18-
The remaining 16 bred gilts go through gestation and farrow.
Of these 16 females that have farrowed 3 sows are culled in accordance
with a 20 percent culling rate and one sow dies. The 20 percent culling
rate and 5 percent death loss used in the analysis results n no
sow being held for more than four farrowings or two years. The 12 sows
that remain are combined with 6 replacement gilts and bred. With an
assumed conception rate of 90 percent for the sows and 80 percent for the
gilts all but one sow and one gilt are bred leaving the prescribed
16 female unit comprised of 11 sows and 5 gilts. The only deviation
in this schedule occurs when breeding takes place in late July or
during August. Because of the heat at that time of the year, the con-
ception rates assumed are reduced to 80 percent for sows and 70 percent
for gilts. This is the basis for the required animal numbers shown n
Table 6.
System A is the only system producing 1 litter per year, and it is
assumed that all sows are culled and only gilts are mamtamed for
breeding the following year. Systems B, C and E have one group of 16
females farrowin~ twice per vear to produce twn litters ner year. Systems
D, F and H have 2 groups of 16 females with each group farrowing twice.
System G has three groups of 16 sows and
requires breeding one group in late July
replacement numbers because of the lower
Breeding schedules, litter size and
produces 6 litters per year. This
or August which requires higher
conception rate.
the performance standards result
in the animal flows shown in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 for the normal years
of operation. The estimated annual sales from the animal flows for these
















































































































































Flgure 5. Production Calendar for Average Year of Operation for Feeder Pig









































































Figure 6: Production Calendar for Average Year of Operation for






































































Sell 3 cull sow:
n
Farrow



































































































































Building Systems and Investment Costs
Having determined the animal flow and levels of production, it IS
possible to establlsh the facilities required. Several factors were con–






major biological items considered were:
buildings and structures must provide the space standards
Midwest Plan Service for raising hogs and feeder pigs.
facilities must be adequate to achieve the assumed performance
standards with average or above average management
Several additional factors were considered to
study.
abillty.
meet the purpose of this
1. The components have to be low to medium investment relative to
the larger confinement hog systems.Buildings that tend to meet this
criteria are new low technology sheds and pole barns or remodeled sheds
and barns.
2. Systems were designed having a low energy requirement. This was
accomplished by incorporating natural ventilation whenever practical, and
including insulation in buildings used for winter farrowings.
3. Facilities are kept simple enough that most of the construction
and remodeling can be done by the owner operator.
4. Materials and supplies used in these bulldlngs would be readily
available in all areas of the state.
Tables 8 through 15 list the facilities included in the systems
developed. Listed are all items that must be constructed, remodeled or
purchased, with a brief description, the number of units, cost per unit-25-
Table 8. The Facilities Required, The Investment Cost and The Labor
Required For Construction for System A - One Litter Per Year.
Farrowing facilities 1 - Pasture System, 16 A-Frame Huts
S~ze and cost
Item Descrlptlon Units Per Unit Total
Farrowlng Huts 7’ ~ 7t 11” Wood 16 $115 .$1,840
A-Frame
Waterers and 95 gallon stock tank 1 73 73
Feeders 2 ft. trough 1 11 11
Pig cups-pans 8 8 64
Total $1,988









8’ x 16’ portable 2 763
6’ x 8’ portable 1 285
8 ft. trough 2 55
2 ft. trough 2 14
2 hole














Loading and Sorting Chutes
Total Equipment Machinery and Facilities Investment




Table 9. The Facilities Required, The Investment Cost and The Labor
Required for Construction for System B - 2 Litters per year
Farrowing facilities la - Pasture Svstem. 16 A-Frame huts
Size and cost
Item Description Units Per Unit Total
Farrowing Huts 7’ x 7’ 11” Wood
A-Frame 16 $115 $1,840
Waterers 95 gallon stock tank 1 73 73
2 ft. trough 1 11 11
Pig cups-pans 8 8 64
Portable Nursery
Shelters 8’ x 16’ portable 2 785 1,572
Total $3,560









8’ x 16’ portable 2 $763 $1,526
6’ x 8’ portable 1 285 285
8 ft. trough 2 55 110
2 ft. trough 2 14 28
2-hole










Loading and sorting chutes
Total Equipment, Machinery and Facilities Investment




Table 10. The Facilities Required, the Investment Cost and the Labor
Required for Construction of System C - 2 Litters Per Year
Farrowlng Facilities 2 – Remodeled Building
Size and cost
Itern Description Units yer Unit Total
Farrowing Remodel 2@
House 16’ X 28’ bldg. 488/sq. ft. $3.45/sq.ft. $ 3,190
Farrowing Crates Wooden 16 $100 1,600
Heat ing 250 Watt heat lamps 6 15 90
Total $ 4,880
Gestation Facllltles 2 - Remodeled Pole Bulldlng, 16 Sows, 6 Gilts, 3 Boars
Building Remodel
32’ x 40’ pole bldg. 1280 sq.ft. $ .35 $ 448
Feeders 8 ft. trough 5
2 ft. trough 2
Waterers 2-hole frost proof 2
l-hole frost proof 1
Concrete, Reinforcing
Inside, Lot, Apron 2400 sq.ft.





Loading and sorting Chutes
Manure Spreader - 100 bushel dry
Used Skid Loader
Total
Total Equipment, Machinery and Facilities Investment
















Table 11. The Facilities Required, the Investment Cost and the Labor
Required for Construction of System D - 4 Litters Per Year.
Farrowing Facilities 3 - Remodeled Building with insulation and mechanical
ventilation.
Size and cost
Item Description Units per Unit Total
Farrowing Remodel and insulate 2 @ $ 5.77/
House 16’ x 28’ building 448 sq.ft. Sq. ft. $ 5,170
Farrowing
Crates Wooden 16 100 1,600
Heating 40,000 Btu/hr unit 2 260 520
250 Watt heat lamps 14 15 210
Ventilation 6 fans (160, 1040,
1680 CFM) 1,500 ——
Total $ 9,000
Gestation Facilities 4 - New Open Front Shed with Lot, 32 Sows, 12 Gilts,
3 Boars.







Feed system 3 ton bln and auger




Loading and sorting chutes
Manure spreader - 100 bushel dry
Used skid loader
Total
1024 sq.ft. $ 2.57/ $ 2,627
Sq.ft.






Total Equipment Machinery and Facilities Investment
















Table 12. The Facllltles Required, the Investment Cost and the Labor
Required for ConstructIon of System E - 2 Litters Per Year.
Farrowmg Facilities 4 - Remodeled Dairy Barn.
Size and cost
Item Description Units per Unit Tota1
Farrowing Remodel 36’ x 38’ 1368 sq.ft. $ 1.81/
Facilities dairy barn Sq.ft. $ 2,473
Farrowing
Crates Steel 16 250 4,000
Heating 250 Watt heat lamps ~ 9 15 135
Total $ 6,608
Gestation Facilities 3 - New Open Front Shed with Lot, 16 Sows, 6 Gilts,
3 Boars.
Building 16’ x 32’ open front










Loading and sorting chutes
Manure spreader - 100 bushel dry
Used skid loader
Total







Total Equipment, Machinery and Facllltles Investment
















Table 13. The Facilities Required, the Investment Cost and the Labor
Required for Construction of System F - 4 Litters Per Year.
Farrowlng Facilities 5 - Remodeled Dairy Barn with Insulation and Mechanical
Ventilation.
Size and cost
Item Description Units per Unit Total ——
Farrowing Remodel and insulate 1368 $ 2.60 $ 3,557
36’ x 38’ da~ry barn
Farrowing Crates Steel 16 250 4,000
Heating 60,000 Btu/hr unit 1 300 300
250 Watt heat lamps 9 15 135
Ventilation 3 fans (320, 2080,
3360 CFM) 775
Total $ 8,767
Gestation Facilities 4 - New Open Front Shed with Lot, 32 SOWS, 12 Gilts,
3 Boars.
Building 16’ x 64’ open
front




Feeders 16-hole fence line
2-hole feeder
Feed System 3 ton bin and auger




Loading and sorting chutes
Manure spreader - 125 bushel
Used skid loader
Total






















Total Equipment, Machinery and Facilities Investment $24,378 —
Total Hours of Labor for Construction 384 hours-31-
Table 14. ‘l’he Facllltles Required, the Investment Cost and the Labor Requmed
for ConstructIon of System G - 6 Litters Per Year.


























2160 sq.ft. $ 2.03/sq.ft. $ 4,385
16 250 4,000
209
unit 2 300 600
lamps 9 15 135
6 fans (320, 960, 2080
320, 2080, 3360 CFM) 1,485
5 hole troughs 2 130 260
5 hole feeder 2 84 168
Cup waterer 6 12 72
36’ X 60’ 1,253
22’ X 22’ X 8’ 8,944
$21,511
Gestation Faclllties 5 – New Pole Bulldlng, 48 Sows, 21 Gilts, 3 Boars. ——
Sow housing 30’ x 80’ pole 2400 sq.ft. $ 6.27/sq.ft. $15,048
buildlng
Concrete Floor 30’ X 80’ 1,440
Waterers 2 hole frost proof 5 100 500
Feeders 16 door feeder 5 323 1,615
12 door feeder 5 263 1,315





Manure Spreader - 100 bushel dry
Liquid Manure Spreader - 1500 gallon









Total Equipment, Machinery and Facilltles Investment $58,802
Total Hours of Labor for ConstructIon 528 hours-32-
~able 15. The Facilities Required, the Investment Cost and the Labor
Required for Construction of System H - 4 Litters Per Year.
Farrowing Facilities 7 - New pole Building.
Size and cost
Item Description Units per Unit Total
Farrowing House 24’ x 40’ pole
building 1152 sq.ft. $ 6.50 $ 7,488
Farrowing Crates Steel 16 250 4,000
Concrete Floor 24’ X 48’ 679
Heating 60,000 Btu/hr unit 1 300 300
250 Watt heat lamps 10 15 150
Ventilation 3 fans (320, 2080,
3360, CFM) 775
Total $13,392




















Loading and sorting chutes
Manure spreader – 125 bushel dry
Used sk~d loader
Total
Total Equipment, Machinery and Facilities Investment

























and total cost for each. New construction costs include all materials.
Remodeling costs include the lumber, hardware, electrical supplies,
plumbing supplies and concrete. Both the wooden farrowing crates that
are constructed and the purchased steel crates contain waterers and
feeders. In some systems certain common Items, such as feeders and waterers,
are used for both farrowlng and gestation; these items are Included as
Investment costs for the gestation facilities. No labor cost or wage rates
are included in these estimates; thus, If it is necessary to hire part of
the construction labor, for example, the concrete work, then that cost must
be added to the investment costs. A detailed description of each system
and an itemized list of materials required is given in Appendix A.-34-
Enterprise Budgets
An annual enterprise budget is comprised of three major components.
Gross receipts are an estimate of total income for the enterprise. Opera-
ting costs are a measure of the cash and non-cash expenditures durxng
the year for variable resources. The last major component is the owner-
ship costs which are the cash and non-cash costs related to fixed
investment in the enterprise.
The gross receipts for the enterprise budgets shown in Table 16
through Table 23 list the sales that are expected based on the produc-
tion calendar for an average year of operation. The prices for the
culled breeding stock are based on $52.00 per hundredweight for market
hogs and the normal price differences for other classes of swine commonly
paid at the South St. Paul market [18 ].
The annual price for feeder pigs of $50.00 per head is seasonally
adjusted for each marketing month. The feeder pig price index was
calculated from the average prices paid by the “Wisconsin Feeder Pig
Marketing Co-Op” [25 ]for 1970 through 1979. The monthly prices and the
seasonal index are presented in Appendix C, Table 65.
Operating costs make up the major cost items on hog farms with the
cost of feed being the largest operating cost. Total operating costs
will vary as production varies, with increases In production resultlng
from increases in operation costs.
The production calendar provides the information on annual animal
numbers over time for each system. Combining this with the
rations fed and the corresponding feeding rates yields an estimate of the









AVERAGE ANIWJAL C051S AND RETURNS ENTERPRISE BuDGET FOR FEEDER PIG
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I(NT . UN E&u[pMEilT 00L.
lNT, U(N MACHINERY QOL .
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TAOLE 17 AVERAGE ANNUAL COSIS ANO REIURFJS ENTERPRISE BuDGET FOR FEEDER PIG




FLEOEK PIbs 1’,00 HD. .
FLLoEH PI~S 1’000 HD ,
GILT N: H, 2;90 Cwl’.
Suw N; e. 3’.60 CWT,










bNiNIJ @ MIX TONS
VkT 8 MEiJ. DOL.
;:&CT~LL.IIY KWH
. ~1’JiJ lAYES [)OL .
liAULIl~b & ,MKTG. DOL.
.
M~!3CL LAPLNSE DOL ,
YOUNG tiUAN HO,
TRAcTURS(FUEL~LLJdkJREP ) DOL.
MAChINkRY(FuEL,LUt3E,REP ) i)OL ,
E(JUIPl~khT {FUELILU15E?REP ) DOL.
INTERtSr ON OPERVLAP.$ DOL.
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
3* INCOME AtiOVE OPERArING COSl~
** Ud,NLRs~iP COSTS
lNT, u~ LIVESTOCK CAPITAL DOL ,
I(IT , U~i Ewu1pMENT DOL.
ii-if, uN MACHINkRY DOL,
l)EPR, Ulx Ld(JIPMEN’1 00L ,
I.)Lt-’R. Viw PIACHINEKY 00L ,
[NS, ,1AAE5 ON EQPT.J LVSTfiO~
.ANl) WflCH, 00L.
TcTAL Oh,iEl+SHIP COSTS




























































































2 LITTtK-lD sows ~ARROhING IN PORTAULE A-FRAME PUILDINGSo
PURTAfjLL NuKSEkY A(YD GESTA1lUN FACILITIES.-37-
TAklLE 18. AvERAGE ANNUAL C051S AND RETIIRNS ENTERPRISE BuDGET FOR FEEDER PIG




FEEDEh PI(Js 1.00 HD.
FLLoEH PIGS 1:00 HD.
blLT 1~’o B. 2;90 CWT,
SUN N. fl, 3.60 CWT.











VLT * *ILL)’. DOL.
LL!zcTt~lLIly KWH
i145* ANU ~AxEs i30L,
H.4ULINb & ,MKTGo UOL.
IMISCI- kxF’EiNSE DOL.
YdUNG tidAK HD.
TRACTUH>(FUEL,LUdL,REP ) oOL ,
!MALH1l\JLdY (FuEL?LutiE IREP) DOL,
EwUIP~Lr~T (FuEL,LuUE,NEP ) DOL.
INTFR~ST ON OPER.LAP. ? DOL,
TOT~~L OFERArINb COSTS
3. INLOVE AMOVE OPERATING COSl~
4. OWNLRsHIP LUSTS
lN1* UN LIvESTOCK cAPITAL DOL,
Ildr. iJN E~ulPMENT DOL.
I)Jr. Ual MACHINERY DOL.
(lkPR , ~JN LOUIP(MENT DOL,
13kl-’R . 014 MAcHiNEN7 DOL ,
INS, ,IAKES ON EQPT.) LVSTK”~
ANP MACh. r30L*
ToTAL OWNEF’SHIF COSTS
5. TOTAL LU>T5 SHONV


























































































2 LITTt-R-lt) \OwS A KEVODELtU uNINSULATkLl t3uILDING FOR FARROWING AN@ NuRS!=RY.
UPLN FKONT }<E,~OL)LLLD SHELI u~ED FOR bL~TAT~oN.-38-
TABLE 19 AvERA6E ANNUAL COSIS AND RET IJKNS ENTERPRISE PIIDGET
PHOOUCTION$ SYSTE~l D IN AvERAGE YEAR OF PROO(JCTION
FOR FEEOER PIG
,
ITE~l wEIGHT UNIT PRICE OR
COST/UNIT
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‘~ LITT~N-32 SOWS A REMOOELtu INSULATLC ANI) vFNTfLATECI PuILOING FoR FARROWING-39-
TABLE ’20 AVkRAGE ANNUAL COSIS AND RETIJRNS ENTERPRISE BuDGET FOR FEEDER PIG
PHODUCTIONP SYSTE~l E IN AvEH~GE YEAR OF PRODUCTION.
ITEM w/EIGHT UNIT
EACH
FLEDEH PIbS 1*OO HI) .
Fi+l)Eti PI(Js 1.00 HO,
blLT N: B. 2.90 CWT.
sow N’. B. 3.60 CWT.
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lN1. ul~ LIVESTOcK CAPITAL DOL.
iNT. w EuuIPMENr DOL.
II<T . UN MficHINERY DOL,
DLPR. UN LQUIPMENT DOL.
DLPR. UN MACHINERY DOL.





























































































2 LITTLH-16 sows RLMODELED uNINSULATtn DAIRY f3ARN FOR FARRONIVG AND NuRsmY.







TAULE 21 AvERAGE ANNUAL cOblS AND RETIIRNS ENTERPRISE RuDGET FOR FEEoER PIG
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TAtiLF 22 AVCRAGL ANNUAL CO>IS ANO RETURNS ENTERPRISE BuoGET Fot? FEEOER PIG
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TAULF 23 AiERAGE ANNUAL COSIS AND RETIIRNS Enterprise BUDGET FOR FEEcfR PIG










































lNT. UN LIVESTocK CAPITAL DOL.
119T . UN ~wuIpkfENl DOL.
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L. LITTLR-3/ sows NLw POLE U~IILDING FUR FhRkowXNG AND NURSERY.
iJE,i poLt AUILGING !-OR GESTAl 10N8-43-
annual amounts of corn, soybean meal (48.5%) and total pounds of feed
necessary for each system. These reflect winter feeding between November
and March, increased replacement numbers for summer breeding, and
reduced feed for pasture systems. Thus , even though Systems B and C
represent similar animal numbers, the nutrient value of the pasture











Annual Feed Requirement for Feeder Plg
Production Systems
Bushels cwt. of Tons of









Three types of energy consumption are estimated as operating costs
for the low to medium investment hog operations analyzed. They are
(1) electricity for lightlng and ventilation; (2) L.P. gas (or natural
gas) for space heating, and (3) gasoline and diesel fuel to run machmery
and equipment for such things as manure handllng and disposal.
The level of energy consumption on a llvestock operation lS a function
of many variables includlng animal numbers, Inside-outside temperature
and size of equipment. In this study the requirements for KWH of electricity
are derived from est~mates of KWH usage per month for the various electrical
equipment [ 5 \ lights and ventilation fans used In a given system.-44-
The heating calculations take into consideration the number of animals In
the building, the ventilation rate, expected building heat loss, a
desired ins~de temperature of 70°F in the farrowing house and 80°F in
the nursery, and the expected outside temperature based on historical
temperature data for Minnesota. The gasoline and diesel fuel require-
ments for manure handling reflects the level of manure the system IS
expected to produce, the type of manure handling system and size of
tractor.
The estimated KWH/month for various electrical Items is given in
Appendix B . Also provided in Appendix B are the equations used to
calculate the supplemental heat requirements and the temperature data.
Table 25 lists the estimated levels of energy consumption for
the various systems. The pasture systems A and B require the least
energy per litter because they do not require fuel for heating, manure
loading and manure hauling. The calculated energy cost 1s $5.03 per
litter with System B and $1.0.05 per litter with System A. The energy
costs for the other systems range from +26.65 to $39.50 per lltter.
The four litter systems D, F and H require the most energy per lltter,
$39.50, $37.45 and $37.45, respectively.
The other operating cost Items are based on actual farm accounts,
research findings and mid-1980 prices. These cost items are listed in
each enterprise budget. The “Hog Producers Planning Guide” by the Agri-
cultural Extension Service contains annually updated operating cost infor-
mation ~.1.. Themiscellaneous expense Includes the cost of bedding,
livestock supplles, small tools, office expenses and other minor Items
that can be attributed to the hog enterprise.-45-






























































~1 Other forms of energy, such as natural gas, may be used
One gallon of L.P. yields 73,600 BTU of heat based on 92,000 BTU/gallon and
an 90 percent efficiency.
g/
Assumed prices: Electricity $.055/KWH
L.P. Gas 1.00 /Gal.
Diesel Fuel 1.50 /Gal.
Gasoline 1.60 /Gal.-46-
Ownershlp costs measure the annual cash and non-cash costs for the
investment in the hog system. They include depreciation, Interest on
the money invested, real estate taxes and Insurance. This Includes
interest on the investment
cash interest expenditures
The main ownership cost is
facilities were assumed to
facilities are expected to
at an annual rate of12 percent which reflects
and/or the opportunity cost of owner equity.
depreciation on the facilities. The remodeled
have a useful life of seven years while new
be fully depreciated over 12 years. The llvestock
investment was calculated on
for sows and $300 for boars.
purchase price and salvage
machinery and livestock IS
Taxes are estimated as one
an average investment
These prices are the
of $160 for gilts, $200
average of their assumed
value. Insurance on the investment for buildings,
estimated to be .6% of average investment.
percent of the average investment In buildings.
Net returns above costs shown IS a measure of the profit of the
individual enterprise and is the residual return to labor, management
and land. Table 26 compares receipts, costs and net returns for the
various systems. The net returns above costs shown range from a low
of $-906.43 for System A annually to a high of $5,541.02
Systems E, C, B, D, H and F are ordered from
the extremes.





also are shown In
Table 26. System F which had the
shown has the highest net returns
systems, D and H show net returns
second highest net returns above costs
per hour, $5.45. The other four 1,.tter
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n w P c!) z m v-48-
System F. System G, the six litter system, which had the highest
annual returns has substantially lower net returnsper hour than Systems
D, F and H. The net return per hour of $4.38 for System G results from
two factors: 1) System G requires more labor than the other systems
and 2) the high investment cost,particularly the $8,944 for the concrete
manure storage tank and $6,000 for the liquid manure spreader increase
ownership costs. Systems E, C and B with net returns per hour of $1.71,
$2.10 and $4.21 are substantially below the four litter systems. The
low returns to these three systems reflect farrowmg just two Iltters
per year. The infrequent facility use does not generate enough gross
income relatlve to the fixed ownership costs. For example, System F,
which has higher net returns, has ownership costs of 19 percent of gross
income, whereas System E’s ownership costs are 24 percent of gross
receipts.
Similar results are evident with net returns per lltter. The four
litter systems are again the most profitable and the one litter system
least profitable. The two lltter pasture system, however, 1s more
profitable than the six litter System G on a per Iltter basis. This
again reflects the high ownership cost of System G.
The lack of profit for System A 1s the result of two items. First,
the annual ownership cost for A 1s just sllghtly below that of the two
litter systems; however, System A has substantially lower gross receipts.
Secondly, total operating costs are high due to the year around feeding
of the gilt breeding herd that produces Just one lltter annually.-49-
Table 27 gives a comparison of the change In net returns of the
various systems as the price of energy Inputs increase. Net returns
are recalculated for energy price double and triple those used m the
enterprise budgets. It is clear that the low energy use Systems A and
B are little affected by the increase in energy prices and note that
with tripled prices, System B is the only system that continues to show
a Posltlve net return. The more profitability of the energy Intensive
Systems D, F, G and Hare drastically reduced by the price increases. With
a doubling of energy price and other costs held constant, the net returns
of these systems are cut to less than one half. Increasing energy prices
to triple current levels results In negative net returns. It may be argued
that the price of all ener~y items may not go up proportionally, particularly
that electricity may not increase as rapidly as the other energy inputs.
Assuming that the cost of electricity does not increase as rapidly
would change the size of the net returns of Table 27 but not the relation-
ship of the various systems since the low energy Systems A and B use
mostly electricity, while the high energy use systems consume, propor-
tionally to total energy use, less electricity.
Cash Flow Projections
Average annual enterprise budgets provide a great deal of information
about the average profitability of an enterprise over a period of several
years. However, they do not indicate how much cash is required during
the first several years of operation to get the business establ~shed.
Projected cash flows were prepared to analyze the amount of capital a
farmer must provide from hls own and borrowed capital during the first
two years to operate each of these systems.-50-
Table 27. Affect of Increased Energy Costs on Net Returns Per

























































The proJected cash flows are based on:
(1) The construction and investment calendar for getting equipment
and buildings in place and functioning on the farm, and
(2) The production schedule for purchasing the breeding stock and
farrowing the first litter.
Obviously, these two time schedules are Inter-dependent. The breeding
stock cannot be purchased until the gestation facilities are ready for
use and the farrowing facilities must be ready before the first farrowing.
Figures 8 through 12 depict the construction and production schedule
for the first and second years of operation. These schedules form
the basis for the cash flow analysls of the systems. The analysis
assumes that no construction of new structures takes place until early
spring when the frost has left the ground, but that remodeling of
existing structures start somewhat earlier. Payment for construction
materials are assumed to be made when the materials are used. Purchases
of llvestock and machinery are also assumed to be made when those Items
are scheduled to be placed in service or used on the farm. For example,
Figure 11 indicates the first group of gilts are purchased after one-
half of the gestation buildlng is completed.
Having established the schedule of construction and Investment and
determined the animal flow for the system, It IS possible to generate
a detailed monthly cash flow. Table28 shows the detailed cash flow for
System D during the th~rd year of operation. The first section describes the
monthly cash Inflows of receipts to the feeder pig operation. The second
section Ilsts the cash expenditures for both operating inputs and the capital
investments. The third section IS the flow of funds summary. The first line
of this section, cash balance beginning, indicates the monthly cash balance-s2-
-- -,. ---- .--—.
Figure 8: Construction and Production Calendar for First Two Years of Oper.ltlon























































First Year of Operation
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Flgure 9: Cons~ruction and Productl?n Calendar for First Two Years of
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Flgure 10. Construction and ProductIon Calen:ar for First Two }ears of

















































































































1 non-bredFigure 11. Construction and Production Calendar for First Two Years of














































































































































3WFigure 12. Construction and Proauctlon Caler!darfor First Two }ears of




































































































































































on hand at the beginning of the month. Line 2, the cash difference
between receipts and expenses, is added to llne 1 to g~ve the current
cash balance at the end of each month (line 3). If expenditures are
greater than receipts and borrowing is necessary, the amount borrowed
is shown in line 4. If receipts are greater than expenditures and the
difference is greater than the cash balance assumed, payments are made
first on the interest accrued (line 6) at the specified interest rate
(9 percent) and then on the loan principal (line 5). The cash balance
at the end of the month (line 7) is at least equal to the assumed
minimum cash balance. The cash balance ending for one month (l~ne 7)
IS the cash balance beginning for the succeeding month. The fourth
section is the current loan summary. The first, third, and fifth
llnes of this section show the accumulated borrowing, the accrued interest,
and accumulated total debt (borrowing plus interest) carried over from
the previous year of operation, respectively. The second, fourth, and
sixth llnes lndlcate the monthly accumulated borrowing, accured interest,
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The detailed cash flow projections for year one through the
average year for all systems are presented in the Appendix D, Tables 67
through 85. These cash flow projections assume that average annual
prices remain constant over the years analyzed. However,
the base price of $50 per head for feeder pigs is seasonally adJusted
during the year based on the monthly price ~ndex presented In the Appendix.
Withdrawals for family livlng expenses, labor, and income taxes are
not included in the projected cash flows. These cash outflows depend
on the individual and factors beyond the scope of this study. As
includlng a simple labor charge of $5.00 per hour indicates these items
will Increase the maximum debt levels and lengthen the debt repayment
periods that are indicated by this study.
Figure 13 shows the monthly accumulated total debt for Systems B,
C, D, and G for the first three years of operation. This provides a
comparison of the maximum total debt for these four systems and the
rate at which the debt N being retired from earnings generated. The
maximum debt for B of $18,886 occurs m October of the first year, while
the maximum accumulated debt of $24,955 for System C occurs In April
of the second year. System D has a maximum accumulated debt of $40,855 ~
in February of year two whereas the maximum for G of $32,o47 happens in
March of the second year. Systems F and H are not shown here because
the level of debt, its timing and reduction are almost identical to
System C. Likewise, System E resembles System C. System A has similar
























Systems B, C, D and G.
System C
~—————+—
Year One Year Two Year Three-61-
Table 29 includes an estimate of the time required to repay the
total accumulated debt for the various systems, first if there is no
charge for labor and then If labor costs $5.00 per hour. With no labor
charge, and average annual prices held constant, System A is estimated
to eliminate its debt after 17 years, whereas System B, the two litter
pasture operation with its low investment, would retirelts debt In 52
years. The other two litter systems (C and E) take 10 to 15 years to
repay the accumulated debt. The four litter Systems D, F and H need
6-3/4, 6-1/2 and 7-1/2 years, respectively. The SIX litter system
requires 8-1/2 years. With a $5.00 per hour charge for labor withdrawn,
the shortest payback period is 19-3/4 years for System F. Systems A,
C, and E are estimated to require 75 years or more to retire the debt
when a $5.00 per hour labor charge is withdrawn. In these situations
the cash difference is barely enough to cover annual interest cost
leaving Ilttle money to apply to prlnclpal payments.-62-
Table 29. Approximate Number of Years Required to Repay the
Total Investment with Earnings From the System.
With Labor


























The farrow-to-finish enterprise integrates both the production of
feeder pigs and the feeding of the pigs produced to a slaughter weight of
220-230 pounds. The other types of sw~ne production, the feeder pig opera–
tlon and the finishing operation, can be thought of as components of farrow-
to-finish operations.
The production systems used for farrow-to-finish enterprises can be
described in terms of the housing used and the number of litters farrowed
per year. Many production systems can be used for farrow-to-finish opera-
tions, these being combinations of the types of feeder pig operat~ons and
finishing operations. The feeder pig systems A through H analyzed in the
previous section of this report provide the basis for the farrow-to-fin~sh
systems examined here. Finishing facilities are added to each of these feeder
pig systems to develi)p the following farrow-to-finish operations:
System A - A pasture operation with 16 gilts farrowing in portable
A-frame buildings once per year. Portable gestation facilities are
used to house breeding stock. Hogs are finished in a remodeled perman-
ent building.
System B - A pasture operation with 16 sows farrowing twice per year in
portable A-frame buildings. Portable buildings are also used for nursery
and gestation facilities. Finishing is in a remodeled building such
as an old utility shed or garage.
System C - An uninsulated remodeled building, such as a utillty building
or garage, is used for two farrowings per
shed lS used to house the breeding herd.
used to finish slaughter hogs.
year. An open front remodeled
Another remodeled building is-64-
System I)- The remodeled farrowing bulldlng has insulation and mec~lnlcal
ventilation added to allow farrowing over ,~oremonths of the year.
Four lltters are produced per year. ‘i’he breeding hercl and hogs beln,g
finished are housed in new open front sheds.
System E - A remodeled uninsulated dairy barn is used for farrowlng two
litters per year. A new open front shed is used to house the breeding
herd, and a remodeled building is used to finjsh hogs.
System F - Insulation and mechan~cal ventilation are addecl to the remodeled
dairy barn used in System E to allow four farrowings per year. ;(ewopen
front sheds are used for gestation and finishing facilities.
System C - The remodeled da~ry barn with insulation and mechanical ventila-
tion for farrowing used m system F prov~des farrowing facilities.
A nursery and concrete manure storage are added so the buildlng can bc
used for six lltters per year. The breeding herd 1s housed in n.~w
modified open front facilities. Finishing is done in a new open front shed.
shed.
System H - A new pole building 1s used for farrowing and houses the nur-
sery unit, which is large enough to hold the pigs during the early
growing phase during winter months. The breeding herd 1s housed in
another new pole budding. A new open front shed IS used for flnlshmg
the four lltters produced annually.
Animal Flow
Given that the same facilities are used for farrowing and gestation in
the farrow--to-finish operations as in the feeder p~g systems, and assur,lng the
same breeding schedules and management level, it follows that the number of
pigs weaned per litter should also be the same. The followlnx wuanlng rates
used for the farrow–to-finish systems arc ldentlca~ to those for the
corresponding feeder pig systems:-65-
System A - 7.5 pigs weaned per litter
System B - 7.0 pigs weaned per litter
System C - 7.0 pigs weaned per lltter
System II- 7.3 pigs weaned per litter
System E - 7.0 pigs weaned per litter
System F - 7.3 pigs weaned per litter
System G - 7.5 pigs weaned per litter
System H - 7.3 pigs weaned per litter
These litter sizes are for the normal herds made up of both sows and gilts.
The all gilt herds used during the first year of operation were assumed to
average .7 of a pig less.
Assuming 90 percent and 80 percent conception rates for SOWS and gilts,
respectively, (except during July and August when these rates are reduced 10
percent), and a culllng rate of 20 percent, results in similar anmal
flows for the breeding herds in the farrow–to-fmish systems as were shown in
Figure 3 for the feeder pig systems. With these systems, however,
the 40 pound feeder pigs are moved to the finishing facilities
where they begin the growing-finishing process. A 3 percent death loss is
assumed during the growing and finishing period. The animal flows shown In
Figures 14, 15, 16 and 17 for the normal years of operation are based on
these assumptions. Table 30 gives the estimated number of animals sold
annually for each of the eight systems. .. .-l) b-





















































31 call 1>5cull sows































































































































































Flgure 16. Average Year of Operation for Farrow-to-Finish Systems


































































































































































Sell 3 cull sows
10 iSell 110 market
Dec 5






















































































Building Systems and Investment Costs
There are many types of bu~ldng facil~ties that can be employed to finish
hogs in a farrow–to-finish operation. The appendix contains a detailed descrip-
tion and an itemized list of materials for f~ve alternative flnlshing facilities
ranging from very low to high investment facilities that were considered
in this study. Briefly they are:
Finishing Facility 1 is a pasture system, with 130 hog capacity. Portable
sun shades allow for finishing one group of hogs per year dur~ng the
summer months.
Finishing Facility 2 has a remodeled building or garage with 130 hog
capacity, This building is uninsulated and has natural ventilation.
Finishing Faclllty 3 1s a new open front shed with concrete lot and a
capacity of 280 hogs.
Finishing Facility 4 is a modified open front building with partial pit
and has a capacity of 280 hogs.-71-
Finishing Facillty 5 is a totally confined structure with partially
slotted floor and flush system to move manure to lagoon storage and
treatment with a 440 hog capacity.
The objective of this study is to develop low to medium investment hog
production systems with relatively low energy requirements for heat and
ventilation. Furthermore, the facilities are to be of simplistic design so
that most of the construction and remodelmg can be done by the owner-operator
from readily available materials and supplies.
In addition, all facilities must: (1) provide the space requirements as
developed by Midwest Planning Service as given in Table 5, and (2) be designed
to allow achievement of the performance standards with average or above average
management. Finishing Facilities 4 and 5 with their high investment and complex
technology do not meet these requirements for low investment farrow-to-finish
operations. On the other hand Finishing Facilities 1, the pasture operation,
cannot be used because it does not allow for finishing during the winter
months, which all the farrowing operations used in this study require. Thus ,
Finishing Facilities 2 and 3 are combined with the farrowing, gestation and
nursery facilities for feeder pig systems A through H to form the farrow-to-
finish systems analyzed in this study. Finishing Facility 2 has a capacity
for 130 hogs and is used for the one and two litter farrow–to–finish systems.
Finishing I’acility3 is added as a component of the systems that farrow 4 and
6 litters per year. Table 31 describes these two facilities, and gives the
Investment cost and labor requirements for remodeling and construction.
The resulting investment costs and construction labor requirements for
farrow-to-finish systems A through H are given in Table 32.Tabie 31.
-72-
The Investment Costs and Labor Required to Construct Finishing
Facilities Used In the Farrow–to-Finish Swine Systems.
Finishing Facilities 2 - Remodeled Building, L30 hog capacity. insulated>
naturally ventilated builcllng wLth concrete
Size and
Item Description
Remodel Bulldi.ngl 36’ X 48’
Concrete and
Relnforci.ng



















TOTAL HOURS OF LABOR FOR CONSTRUCTION - 72 hours











16’ X 96’ 1536 ft.
2
56’ x 96’ 5376 ft.2 $ .58/ft.2
Wooden planks
Hog panels 352 ft. .80/ft
Posts 23 5.00
10 hole feeder 3 500
2 hole frost proof 3 100
14.7 ton












Includes electrical, plumb~ng and pen partitions.
g/
Includes construction materials, plumblng, and electrical.-73-
r’able32. Total Investment Cost and Labor Requirement for

































The enterprise budgets for the farrow--to-finish operations shown in Tables
33 through 40 are based on the average year production calendars shown in
Figures 14 through 17. The gross receipts assume an average annual price of —.
$52.00 l~erhundredweight for a 220 pound market hog. This price is seasonally
adjusted for each marketing month based on the seasonal Index presented in
Append~x C, Table 66. This index was calrtildted using monthly prices fron seven
L1 major U.S. hog markets 1 .
Operatinp cost IS the major cost component of the farrow-to-fln~sh .—.
operations, and feed costs are the largest portion of operating cost. The
production calendar provides the Information on annual. animal numbers for the
various systems. The feeding rates for the bret?dlng herd of the farrow-to.







TAtiLE 33 AvERAGE ANNUAL c051S AND RETIJRIVS Enterprise BupGET FOR FARRow-To-




SLAUGHTLti HOGS. 2*2O CWT.
GALT N.8. 2;90 CWT.





































INCOME fiBOVE OPERAIING COSl~
OwNLKshlP LUSTS
INTO UN L~vEsTocK CAPITAL DOL.
l~JT. UN EuuIpMENT DOL.
INT. UN 14ACHINERy DOL.
bLPR, U,4 k~uIPMtNT DOL.
UM+?. UN iMACHINEKY DOL.
lNS. ~lA.XES ON EQPT., LVsTK*!
AND lMACh. DOL ,
TOTAL OhlNERSHIP COSTS






















































































RE’40U’LLEO PERMANENT t.ilJILDING FOR FINISHING,-75-
TAdLE 34 AvERAGE ANNUAL COSI!Y AND RLT~JRN5 ENTERPRISE Bu13GET FOR FARROw-TO-




SLAUGHTLR HOGS 2*2O CWT.
S~AUGhTkR i-tOGS 2;.20 CWT.
blLT IN*B. 209U CWT,
Low iN.~, 3.60 CWT.























Ii/r. UN LIVESTOCK LApITAL DOL l
1!1. UN E~uIpMEN[ DOL.
lr41 . U!ti MACHINERY DoL.
LILPR, UN LQIJIPIMENT DOL.
ULP(<, U(4 IVI.AC141NEKY DOL.

































































































2 LIITtK-10 SOWS F~RROWING lN PORTAdLF K-FRAVE BUILDINGS. PORTABLE NURSERY







TABLE35 AvER)IGE ANNUAL cOSIS AND RET(JRNS ENTERPRISE BuDGET FOR FARROw-TO-




5LAuG~lLN tiOGS 2:20 CWT.
SL)WGI+ILH HOGS 2020 CkT,
blLT Iv,fjo 2:90 CUJT,











bKINO ~ 41X Ce?s *
vET & ,MLD DOL.
ELLcTl~lLIIY KWH
iNso AIWU lAxEs 00L ;






lNTERt.Sr UN OPEROCAP. ~ DOL,
ToTAL OPERATING COSTS
IIxLW.IE ABOVE OPERATING COS[5
OWNERs~iItJ LOSTS
INT. UN LIVEsTOCK CAPITAL DOL.
[NT. UN CUUIPMENT DOL,
lNT. UN MAcHINEHy DOL.
!JLPP, UN LQUIPIMENT DOL.
ULPR. ON MACHINEHY DOL.
INS. ,IAXES ON E(JP1.~ LVSTK*?


























































































2 LITT~R-lb SOWS A REMODELkU UNINSULATL~ BUILDING FDR FARROWING AND NuRSFRY.
OPLN t=KO)NT REMODELtD SHED F(lR GESTAT~ON. REMoDELED BuILDING FOR FINISHING.-J7-
TAtLE 36 AVERAGE ANNUAL COSIS AND RET~lRNS ENTERPRISE BuDGET FOR FARROtJ-TO-


























































3. IINLOME A130vE OPERATING COSl~
*. OwiJEKS~I# LOSTS
IN1 , UN LLVESTOCK LAPITAL DOL,
liNTo UN EuurpMENT DOL.
lNr. U1.i MAcHrNERy DOL.
ULPI+, uii LQUIPMENT f30Lj
LJLPN, UIV MAcHINEKY DOL.
lNS. ,l~XES ON EOPT./ LVSTfiOI
f\Nn ‘l ACIi. DOL,
TOTAL UhNERSHIP COSTS
>. 10IAL LJ5T5 SHOWN





































































































u LITT~~-3z SOWS ~ REMODEL~U INSULATLl~ KNu vENTILATED FuILDING FOR FARROWING







TAWE 37 AVERAGE ANNUAL C051S AND RLTIJRNS ENTERPRISE BuDGET FOR FARROW-TO-




5LAu;hTLR HOGS 2;20 cWT,
>LAU6hlLl? I-I06S 2;20 CWT,
blLT lN.tJ. 2;90 CkT,
sow IN’,ti. 3.60 Ckr.










bRlNL3 ~ MIX Lbs.
vlil 4 ~LD t30L .
LLkC’rl~lCllY KWH
MKrG ~~ tiA(JLING DOL ,
lNS . A,NL [AxE$ DOL ,




tQUIP!~kNT (FUEL?LUtJE tREP) DOL.
iNTEt7tSl UN OPER*LAP. ~ DOL.
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
IQLUME ~dovE OPERATING COST>
OwNLRS~lIJ COSTS
lNT, UN LLvEsTOcK CAPITAL DOL,
lNT, UN EQuIPMENT DOL ,
INT . UN MAcHINERy 00L,
ULPR l u,! LQUIPMEN1 DOL.
LJLPR. OiN MACHINERY DOL,































































































2 LITT~K-lb SOWS KLMODkLED UNINSIJLATtP uAIRY BARN FOR FARRowING Avo N(JRSFRY.
rJEW O~tN FKONT s1-lEU FOR GESIATION. RLWOOELED BUILDING FOR FINISHING.-79-
TAt3LE38 AVERAGE ANNUAL C051S AND RETURNS ENTERPRISE BuDGET FOR FAR!?Ow-To-
FINISH, SYSTEM F 11~ AVERAGE yEAR OF PRODUCTION;























































































3* INLUME AdOVE OPERATING COS15
~. OWNERSHLP LOSTS
ANT. UW LIvESTOCK CAPITAL DOL. .12
INT , UN EQuIPMENT DOL , .12
X~T. ~JN MACHINERY DOL. .12
LLI-’R. UN LQLJIPMENT DOL.
LIEPR, O,V MACHINERY i30L .
lNS.j l~xES ON EQPT,~ LVSTh*~








































































4 LITTER-32 SOWS Nt.-MOC%LEO lNSULATEQ Ventilated DAIRY BARN FOR FARROWING




ANNUAL C051S AND RETIM+NS ENTERPRISE EiuDGET FOR FARROW-TO-





































































3. INLU%IE ~M8VE OPERATING COST>
%, OW,YLRS~l/J COSTS
1,41 , UN LIvESTOCK CAPIrAL DOL , ,12
I\T. UN EUuIPMENr 00L. ,12
LIT. uh 4*cHINERY DOL. , 12
L)LPH, ~J,I L,J(JIPtMENT iJOL,
utt-’R . U,q ,wAcH:NEKy DOL.
I({s. ,l~xES ON EQ~T,, LVSTKO#
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NUNSERY WIIH MANuHL sToRAGL* NEw MoDIFIED OPEN FRONT 5HED FOR GESTATION:




ANNUAL cOS15 AND RETIJUNS Enterprise BuDGET FOR FARROW-TO-












































































































































LI . El HF”IIJFN> ASOVE L05TS SHuwN
AND NURSERY.
FOR FIN15HING.-82-
~ystems given in Table 3. The feeding rates and days on feed for the slaughter
hogs as they go through growing and finishing are:
Grower ration from 40-110 pounds 4.3 lbs./day - 50 days
(winter) 5.3 Ibs.lday
Finishing ration from 110–220 pounds 6.5 lbs./day - 65 days
(winter) 7.5 lbs./day
These feeding rates and animal numbers combined with the rations presented
in Table 2 provide the basis to calculate the amounts of corn, 48.5% soybean
meal and feed required annually shown in Table 41. Using the projected price
of $3.00 per bushel for corn and $14.50 per cwt. for soybean meal yields the
feed cost indicated in the enterprise budgets.
Three types of energy consumption are estimated as operating costs for
the low to medium investment hog operations. They are: 1) electricity for
lighting and ventilation; 2) L.P. gas for space heating; and 3) gasollne
and diesel fuel for manure handling and disposal.
The levels of electricity consumed llsted in Table 42 are based on
KWH usage per month for the various electrical equipment, lights and ventila-
tion fans used in each system. The estimated requirements of L.P. gas are
based on the animal numbers, the ventilation rates, expected building heat
loss, desired inside temperature and expected outdoor temperature for the
various systems. The gallons of gasoline and diesel fuel are functions of the
level of manure produced by the hogs and the type of manure handllng system
employed by a particular system. Table 42 provides the estimated annual cost
of energy for the farrow-to-flnlsh systems.
The other operating cost Items are based on farm accounts, research
findings and current prices. These cost Items are listed on the individual-83-


























































438.03 .87 B ——
1,233.82 2.46 c 8,984
20,500
--
664 3,227.40 3.15 D




3,096.28 3.02 1? 18,116 915
G 24,240 885 3,548.90 2.25
18,116 3,096.28 3.02 H 915
1/ — Other forrsof energy, such as natural gas, may be used.
One gallon of L.P. gas was assumed to yield 73,600 BTU.
2/ — Assumed prices: Electricity $ .055 /Kwh.
L.P. Gas 1.00 /Gal.




can be attributed to the
miscellaneous expense Items include the cost of
tools, office expenses and other minor items that
hog enterprise.
Ownership costs measure the annual cash and non-cash costs for the —
Investment in the hog system. The largest ownership cost is depreciation on
the equipment and facilities. The investment in the remodeled finishing
building is assumed
shed is expected to
to have a useful life of seven years, the new open front
have a useful life of 12 years. Depreciation on the
other facilities are calculated in an identical manner as used in the feeder
pig systems. The interest on investment is at12 percent of the average Investment.
Insurance and taxes are 1.6 percent of the average investment.
Net returns above costs shown, total ownership costs, total operating —
costs and total gross receipts are g~ven for the various systems in Table 43.
Gross receipts range from $13,404.79 for System A to $81,127.54 for System G.
Similarly, A has the lowest operating cost and G the highest, $11,695.28
$58,458.44 respectively. Ownership costs reflect the differences in facilities
for A and G. Subtracting ownership costs and operating costs from gross
receipts results in net returns above costs shown of -$1,506.28 for System
(costs actually exceed gross receipts by this amount). Th~s loss reflects
A
the
high costs of using facilities for Just one litter annually. The two litter
systems; B, C and E have estimated returns of $2,454.73, $1,782.04 and
$1,598.40 respectively. And the four lltter operations; D, F and H yield
returns of $5,241.46, $5,447.22 and $5,321.08 respectively. System G, the
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The net returns per hour rank the systems in the same order as the net
returns above costs shown. System G with net returns of $5.55 per hour has
the highest hourly returns. It is the only system with net returns of more
than $5.00 per hour. Systems D, F and H have net returns ranging from $4.21
to $4.37 per hour of labor used. Systems A, B, C and E have substantially
lower net returns per hour of labor utlllzed.
It lS evident that as the systems get larger in terms of lltters produced
per year, profitability Increases. This 1s a reflection of two factors;
1) the pigs weaned per litter Increase with the better facilities used in
these systems, and 2) the systems that produce more pigs have more units
of output over which to spread the annual fixed ownership cost. These
~lrtorq resuLt in .+ lower ownership cost per hundred pounds of pork produced.
Table 41+ shows the lmvact Increased energy prices have c>n the various
systems. With a doubling of energy prices the two litter pasture system,
System B, IS more profitable on a per cwt. of pork sold bas~s, and woul-
have similar net returns above costs as the four litter systems. System G
still has the highest net returns above costs. With triple the energy cost,
Systems B and G are the only systems to show positive net returns per cwt.
I , po~i sold
Cash Flow Projections
Cash flow projections indicate the amount of cash that is required during
the first two years to operate each farrow-to-flnlsh system. L~ke the feeder
pig systems, the first year is characterized by large capital outlays for
facilities, equipment and llvestock. Due to the length of t~me required to
get a plg to market weight, the farrow-to-finish systems have no large cash
~nflows in the fir~t year, whereas all of the feeder plg systems experience-88-























































Figure 18. Construction and Production Calendar for the First Two Years
































































































Fizure 19. Construction and ProductIon Calendar for the First Two Years .,
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Figure 21. Construction and ProductIon Calendar for the First TWO Years
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of Operation for the F~ur-Litter Farrow-to-Finish Systexs D, F and H. -





























































































sales of feeder pigs during the first year. The combination of the h~gher
investment for the farrow-to-finish facilities (resultlng from the flnlshing
facilities) and the lack of sales during the first year means that more capital
is required for the farrow-to-flnlsh systems than for the feeder plg systems.
The projected cash flows are based on: 1) the construction and investment
schedule and 2) the schedule for purchasing the breeding stock and farrowing
the first litters. Figures 18-22 indicate the basic time sequence used for
construction of the facilities, purchase of the equipment, purchase of the
gilts, breeding, and farrowlng for farrow-to-finish systems. The calendars
show the interrelationship of the construction of facilities and the animal
flow during the start-up year. Figure 22 indicates one-half of the gestation
facilities must be constructed prior to the purchase of the all gilt breeding
herd. The finishing facilities are constructed later in the year, within
four weeks after the first litter of pigs are farrowed and prior to the start-
up winter. Payment for the construction materials, llvestock and machmery
are assumed to be made when these Items are placed n service on the farm.
After establishing the schedule for construction and Investment and
determining the animal flow for each system for the first two years, it is
possible to estimate the projected monthly cash flows for years one and two.
Tables 45 and 46 give the detailed cash flow for years one and two for System
D. The first section shows the cash receipts or cash inflows, the second
section details the cash outflows or expenses. The flow of funds summary
gives the beginning and ending cash balance, monthly cash difference and the
resultant borrowing or loan repayment. The last section, current loan summary,
provides the information on the accumulation of debt and the accrual of
interest on the borrowing. Thus, for example, a negative cash difference of
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borrowing since there is no cash balance to draw from to meet this difference.
The }7,507 that is borrowed is added to the accumulated borrowing level from
the previous month’ resulting in $41,903 of accumulated borrowing at the end
of the month. The accrued interest of $961 is added to the total accumulated
borrowing resulting in an accumulated total debt of $42,864 at the end of
September. The accumulated debt for System D reaches a maximum of $62,S48
May of the second year. It is reduced to $51,851 by the end of the second year.
This cash flow assumes no money is withdrawn for family living or for me pay-
ment of income taxes. Including these in the cash flow will lead to higher
debt levels and longer repayment periods.
Figure 23 graphs the total accumulated debt for System C, a two litter
system; System D, a four litter system and the six litter System G, for the
first three years of operation. This comparison indicates that System G
reaches a maximum debt of $110~136 in May of the second year, while System C
has a maximum debt level of $35,253 in August of year two. The other four
litter systems, F and H have a debt accumulation similar to System D. Systems
B and E are similar to the two litter System C. A?pendi.x E, Tables 86
throughlC6 contain the detailed cash flows for the various systems.
Having established the maximum debt level and the average annual
cash flow, it-is possible to estimate the length o: time necessary
to repay the debt. Using the assumption that prices remain constant
in future years, Table 47.gives the estimated years required to reduce the
accumulated debt to zero. As expected, the length of time required for
repayment of the debt is directly related to the profit generated by the
particular system and its level of investment. The entries in the first
column indicate the number of years required for debt repayment assuming





















Fieure 23 Monthly Total Accumulated Debt Levels for .,






Year One Year Two Year Three-99-
Table 47. Approximate Number of Years Required to Repay the





























k 9< Over 75 years-1oo-
system would require more than 75 years to repay the debt. This is consis-
tent with the lack of profit its enterprise budget showed. The four lltter
systems, D and F, Indicate a slightly faster payback than the six lltter
System G because of the higher maximum debt level for G. The other systems
require 8 to 10-3/4 years to repay the maximum debt level.
When an amount equal to $5.00 per hour of labor IS withdrawn for hired
labor and/or an operator withdrawal, more time is required to repay the debt.
The entries in Table 47 indicate System A does not generate a large enough
cash difference to pay $5.00 per hour for labor and provide money to
repay the debt, The total accumulated debt continues to rise from year
to year for System A under this assumption. System G, the six litter system,
has the shortest loan payback of 12 years, followed by 14 years for System B.
The four Iltter systems have a payback period under 20 years, whereas the two
litter Systems C and E have a payback length of more than 75 years.-1o1-
HOG FINISHING
The hog finishing operation begins with the purchase of feeder pigs
that weigh 40 to 50 pounds and ends with the sale of 220 pound slaughter
hogs , Swine finishing normally requires fewer management decisions and
less labor per hundred pounds of pork sold than the other two types of
hog production. However, finishing enterprises are considered to be
relatively capital intensive requiring more operating capital per hour of
labor than other types of swine production. However, operating capital
is invested for a shorter period before hogs are sold than with either
feeder pig production or the farrow-to-finish operation. From start-up to
the first major inflow of cash is usually about 8 months for a feeder pig
producer and 11 to 12 months for a farrow-to-finish operation.
The finishing operation takes about 4 months from the time feeder pigs
are purchased to the sale of 220 pound slaughter hogs.
Feeder pigs can be finished in Minnesota in various facilities ranging
from sheds on pasture during the summer months to an environmentally
controlled confinement operation.
The analysis by Eidman and Greene [ 7 ], examines three medium and high
investment confinement systems, an open front shed with a concrete apron,
a modified open front shed with partially slotted floors and the total
confinement totally-slotted floor operation. Three low investment finishing
systems that would typically be found on small farms are analyzed here.
System A - Is a pasture system with 7 acres of high quality pasture and
sun shades for shelters. This sytem has a capacity to finish
140 pigs.
Svstem B - Is a dirt lot system with two acres and sun shades for flnlshing
140 pigs.-1o2-
System C - Is a remodeled bulldmg that has a small outside lot for
summer flnlshlng of 140 pigs and allows 140 plg~ to be flnlshed
~ns~de during the w~nter.
This report is intended to analyze these operations from the perspec–
tive of someone starting a finishing operation with very limited capital.
These finishing systems were developed for the feeder pig producer who
is thinking of finishing out his feeder pigs or would like to have the
option to feed them out occasionally.
Animal Flow
The animal flow for a finishing operation is relatively simple - a
certain number of feeder pigs are purchased, on average a small percent
die and the remamder are sold as slaughter hogs after a prescribed feeding
period. This study assumes that feeder pigs weighing 40 pounds
are purchased In groups of 140 and a 3 percent death loss results in 136
220 pound slaughter hogs be~ng sold.
The difference between systems is the length of time for the purchased
feeder pigs to reach market weight. The feeding period 1s divided into
two stages, growing (40 pounds to 110 pounds) and finishing (110 pounds to
220 pounds). The length of time to complete each stage IS estimated based
on the composition of the rations fed, feeding rates, and the type of
facilities. It is assumed, as shown In Table 48, that a hog finished In the
remodeled building is fed 4.3 pounds per day of a 16 percent protein
grower ration for 50 days and 6.3 pounds of a 13 percent finisher ration
for 70 days. The 120 day feedng period is assumed to be the same during
the summer months when the hogs are on the dirt lot as during the winter-1o3-
Table 48. Feeding Rates, Days on Feed and Percent Protein of Rations




































months when the hogs are confined in the building and protected from the
weather. The same feeding assumptions are made for the dirt lot system
with 120 days needed to finish the pigs.
Research indicates good legume pasture will reduce the amount of
feed required as well as the protein level needed to flnlsh hogs to market
weight. This analysis assumes that grazing good alfalfa pasture a~ the
rate of 20 pigs per acre will reduce the feeding rate for the grower
ration to 3.8 pounds per pig per day, and the rate of feeding the finishing
ration to 5.8 pounds per day (as compared to 4.3 and 6.3 for the other
systems) [ 6]. The protein level for pigs on good legume pasture can be
reduced to 14 percent and 11 percent, respectively, for growing and fin~sh-
ing rations. Feeding these pasture rations w1ll add approximately 5 days
to the feeding period for each stage.
The feeding rates assume that mlnlmum waste and proper feed management
are maintained. The 16 percent and 14 percent grower rations, and the 13
percent and 11 percent finishing rations used In this study are presented
in Table 49.
The three systems are designed for 140 head capacity. The analysls
assumes the remodeled building 1s used twice a year and the pasture and
dirt lot system finish one group annually during the summer months.
Purchases of feeder pigs are timed so that sales occur during months of
seasonally high hog prices. The production calendar is shown in Figure 24.
The Pasture System A, and the dirt lot System B purchase 140 feeder pigs
in mld–April. The pasture system sells 136 slaughter hogs in the latter
part of August, approximately 10 days after the sale of 136 hogs from the
dirt lot system. System C, the remodeled building, assumes a summer-1o5-















16% 14% 13% 11%
Grower Grower Fmlshlng Finlshlng
.-. --- --- - z-- -----------
80.5 83.6 86.6 90.6
17.0 13.8 10.7 6.7
1.0 1.3 1.2 1.4
.9 .7 .9 .7
.3 .3 .3 .3
. 3 .3 .3 .3
16 14 13 11
.65 .62 .50 .58
.50 .55 .50 .55
Ground milo can replace corn in the rations on a 1 to 1 basis. If ground
barley is used to replace the corn, then the quantity of soybean meal must
be reduced by 10 percent and replaced by an equal amount of ground barley -
the feeding of ground barley will not affect the level of feed intake by
the hogs, but will reduce the rate of gain by up to 10 percent.
If 44 percent rather than 48.5 percent soybean meal is fed, increase the
amount of soybean meal and reduce the amount of corn by 12 percent.
Less calcium lS included in the 14 percent and 11 percent rations than
the 16 percent and 13 percent rations because of the high level of calcium
in alfalfa pasture.
The trace mineralized salt should contain at least .008 percent iodine.-106-
~igure 24. The Production Calendar, the Rations Fed and Sales T)urln.g
































































































schedule identical to the dirt lot system, and a second group of feeder
pigs purchased in October and sold in February of the following year.
Building Systems and Investment Costs
Facilities for the pasture operation include enough fencing to enclose
7 acres, sun shades that provide a minimum of 6 square feet per finished
hog, feeders, waterers, and a loading chute. A description of the Items
included, the quantity and the estimated investment cost for these Items
are shown in Table 50. No machinery is assumed to be needed for this system.
However, occasionally machinery may be needed for pasture maintenance
including clipping to control pasture growth and harrowing to spread manure.
The dirt lot system IS 2 acres of fenced pasture with 70 pigs per
acre. Little, if any, feed value is expected from the pasture due to the
high concentration of pigs and the associated difficulty in maintaining the
pasture. Equipment included is three sun shades, waterers, feeders and a
loading chute. No machinery is required. A description of each item, the
number of units, the investment costs and total hours of labor required
for construction are given In Table 51.
The remodeled facility could be a pole barn, machinery shed or possibly
even a dairy barn. Finishing during the summer montls the hogs will be
fed and watered in the small outside dirt lot adjacent to the barn. This
lot is added to reduce manure handling. For winter months, the hogs are
finished inside. This buildlng is uninsulated and naturally ventilated
with a concrete floor sloped to a wide gutter. Table 52 contains a
description of the facilities, the investment cost and the labor required
for remodeling this system.-1o8-









Size and Description Units Unit Total
Fence and Post 2210 ft. $ 1.00 $2,210
16’ X 20’ 3 390 1,170
12 opening - round 2 250 500
95 gallon fountain 3 150 450
300
TOTAL INVESTME2?T
Total hours of labor for construction: 100 hours
$4,630-1o9-



























Total hours of labor for construction: 56 hours-11o-



















Manure Spreader 125 bushel
Used SklclLoader
TOTAL






















Total hours of labor for remodeling --111-
No labor charge is included In the investment cost since it IS assumed
that the operator will do the construction and remodeling. A more detailed
descript~on of each system is given in the appendix.
Enterprise Budget
Enterprise budgets which list the estimated average annual net returns for
the three finishing systems are presented in Tables 53, 54 and 55. The
budgets provide itemized receipt and cost information for an average
year of production.
The gross receipts from the marketing of slaughter hogs are based
on the production calendar given for each system in Figure 24 and reflect
the 3 percent death loss. The annual price for slaughter hogs, based on
the five year planning price ~20], is $52.00 per hundred pounds. This
~rlce is seasonally adjusted for the month that the sales take place.
The purchase of feeder pigs for the three systems is based on the
production calendar in Figure 24 and an annual average price of $50.00
per pig. The annual price is seasonally adjusted by the monthly price
index In the appendix for feeder pigs. The cost of hauling the feeder pigs
to the farm is assumed to be $.30 per head.
Feed quantities for each system are based on the annual animal flow,
and the corresponding feeding rates from Table 48. The feed quantity cal-
culations assume that the death loss occurs when the pigs are
changed from the grower ration to the finishing ration. Table 56 gives the
annual amounts of corn, soybean meal (48.5%) and the total pounds of feed
required by each system.-112-
TAULE 53. AvERAGE ANNUAL COSIS AND RET~JRNS ENTERPRISE RuDGET FOR HOG
F1NISHIN6* SYSTEM A IN AVERAGt YEAR OF PRODUCTION.
lTF@l WEIGHT UNIT
EACH
5LAuG~fLR HOGS 2’020 CWT*
ToTAI-
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5LVEV ACRCS PASTUht (20 P~@S/ACRE FOR 140 HOG CAPACITY).
FEED: II+ PERCENT oROWEI? RAI1ON - 11 PERCENT FINISHER RATION,-113-
TAHLE 54 AVERAGE ANNuAL COSIS AND RETURNS ENTERPRISE BuOGET FOR HOG
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TABLE 55. AVERAGE ANNUAL COSIS AND RET[JRNS ENTERPRISE 13uOGET




‘iLAUGHlkN HOGS 2.20 CWT ,
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iRLMOC)LLLO BuILDING? WITH S.~ALL OUTSA[lE LOT FOR SUMMER FINISHING.
(,APACIIY FCJR 140 HOGS IN SUMMER ANO ‘XINTER,-115-
Table 55. Annual Feed Requirements for Flnishmg Systems
Cwt. of 48.5% Tons of
we? Bushels of Corn Soybean Meal Total Feed —
A 1394 80.1 44.2
B 1360.1 115.4 45.0
c 2720.1 230.8 90.1
System A, the pasture system requires more corn but less soybean meal than
System B, the dirt lot operation for the same number of hogs. The pasture
available with System A provides part of the feed but results in a slower
rate of gain than feealng hogs In drylot.
Prices of $3.00 per bushel for corn and $14.50 per hundredweight for
soybean meal were used to obtain the feed costs shown in the annual enter-
prise budgets.
It is assumed that the feed is custom ground and ndxed at a cost of
$4.50 per ton. Other operating costs including medical expenses, insurance,
taxes, marketing costs and other items are based on the average costs from
the 1978 and 1979 annual reports from the Minnesota Farm Management Associa-
tions.
Ownersh]p costs assume an interest charge of 12percent on the average — —.
in~estment fo~ equipment and machinery. Depreciation is calculated on a
straight llne basis and assumes a useful life of 12 years for new construc-
tion and 7 years for remodeled items. Insurance and taxes on the equipment
are 1.6 percent of the average investment. Machinery ownership costs are
based on a 10 year ownership. Notice that no land charge is included for
either the dirt lot or pasture finishing system. While it would be appro-
priate to include a land charge in the ownersh~p cost section of the enter-
prl.se bud~et, the appropriate charge to include depends on the alternative
uses for the l<~nd,and varies widely from one situation to another. Given-116-
this difficulty in estimating a land charge, a later section estimates the
return to land for use in swine finishing. This value can be compared to
returns from alternative uses to decide if land should be devoted to
swine finishing systems A and B.
Net returns above costsshown are a measure of the profit and represent
the residual return to labor, management and land. A comparison of total
receipts, costs and net returns is provided in Table 57. Total gross
receipts for System A, the pasture system and System B, the dirt lot, are
identical. System C, which finishes two groups of feeder pigs, has total
receipts approximately double that of the other systems. System A has the
lowest operating cost, while System B has the lowest ownership cost.
System C has the highest ownership and operating cost as would be expected.
System C lS estimated to have substantially higher net returns than
the other two operations, with System B showing lower net returns than
System A under the stated assumptions. System C’s relative profit over
System B is the result of its advantage in both operating costs and
ownership costs. System C has lower costs per hog finished for such operat–
ing inputs as veterinary and medicine expense, insurance, miscellaneous
expense, fuel and equipment repairs. System C also has lower annual owner-
ship costs than either System A or B, per hog finished. System A shows a
higher net return than System B because A requires less protein feed.
Net returns per hour and net returns per hundred pounds of gain follow
a similar pattern as net returns above costsshown. However, notice that
System C does not enjoy quite the advantage over System A and B on a per
hour basis because of the labor required by System C to handle manure.-117-
Table 57. Summary of Average Annual Enterprise Budgets for





Net Returns Above Costs Shown
Total Labor Hours
Net Return Per Hour





























The net return above costs shown is the return to land, labor and
to management. The net returns are $395.78 for the dirt lot system, $691.41.
the pasture system, and $2,570.57 for finishing in the remodeled building.
The remodeled structure requires a negligible amount of land for production.
On the other hand, the dirt lot system and the pasture system require two
and seven acres of pasture, respectively. This land will have uses other
than raising hogs and this cost will affect the profit of these operations.
Furthermore, the two systems use different amounts of land, suggesting
the cost of land will affect their relative profitability. Figure 25
illustrates the effect of differing land costs on the net returns of the
pasture system and the dirt lot operation. The analysls indicates the
returns for the pasture system exceed the returns to a dirt lot operation
when the land charge is less than $59 per acre. At a land charge above
$59 per acre the dirt lot is more profitable then the pasture system.
The net returrxs of the dirt lot and pasture systems are not affected
by energy prices since these systems will require little, If any, energy.
System C, on the other hand, requires 490 KWH of electricity, 59.4 gallons
of gasoline, and 72.6 gallons of diesel fuel; at a total annual cost of
$230.89 under the assumed prices. If energy costs are doubled and tripled
the net returns for System C would be reduced approximately $244.74 and
$489.49 respectively, leaving net returns for System C still substantially
above returns for Systems A and B.
for
Cash Flow Projections
Cash flows were projected to analyze the amount of capital that must
be provided during the first years of operation for each system. These








Figure 25. Net Returns for the Pasture System and Dirt Lot
System at Various Prices for Land.
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(1) the construction and remodeling schedule for the three systems, and
(2) the production schedule for purchasing the feeder pigs and feeding
them to market weight.
These schedules are interrelated, but much less complicated than the
farrow-to-finish operations and the feeder pig production systems. The
production calendar of Figure 24 indicates that the first group of feeder
pigs for all systems is purchased in mid-April. Consequently, the construc-
tion of fences and sun shades for the dirt lot system and the pasture system
are assumed to be completed by mid-April. Likewise the building for System C
1s remodeled in late March and early April. The manure handling equipment
is purchased when it is time to use the items after the first group of hogs
are sold for System C. Payment for materials are assumed to be made when




its start up year.
schedule for construction and investment and the production
26, detailed monthly cash flows are generated for the three
Table 58 gives the projected cash flow for System C during
The first section of the cash flow shows gross receipts
from the sale of slaughter hogs while section two records cash outlays for both
operating expenses and investments in building and machinery investment.
Followlng the cash
determines the level of
repayment possible. If
expense section is the flow of funds summary which
borrowing required monthly or the amount of loan




difference, is positive, this money is used first to repay
remaining amount lS used to repay the loan princ~pal. A
cash balance means that money must be borrowed to meet cash
expenses. The first five months have expenses and no income. This results
in borrowing each of these months. During August the slaughter hogs are sold
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Borrowlng and loan repayment are reflected in the current loan summary.
The first line is the accumulated borrowing which is the sum of any accumulated
debt from the previous month plus any additional borrowing for this month.
The accrued interest is calculated based on an annual percentage rate of 12
percent. The sum of the accumulated borrowing for the month plus the accrued
interest for the month gives the total accumulated debt at the end of the month.
The detailed cash flow projections for year one and year two for the
three systems are given in Appendix F, Tables 107 throughlll . Table 58
provides a comparison of the maximum accumulated debt levels for the three
systems. The pasture system and dirt lot system obtain the maximum accumulated
debt of $17,911 and $17,722, respectively, in July of the start-up year. The
remodeled building system, which finishes two groups per year has the maximum
debt of $21,881 at the end of January of year two. After all three systems
reach these maximum debt levels there is a gradual decrease In the loan balance
during the following years. Assuming no charge for labor, all systems
completely retire the debt and accumulate enough cash balance to pay for the
purchase of a group of feeder pigs without borrowing funds. System C reaches
this point in approximately 6 years. Systems A and B reach this point after
12h and 19 years, respectively. Subtracting a $5.00 per hour charge for
the labor increases the length of payback to 935years for System C, to
30 years for System A and over 75 years for System B.-124-
Table 59. The Total Accumulated Debt and the Approximate Number of Years





Maximum Amount 17,911 17,722 21,881
Month during which
maximum occurs July-Year One July-Year One January-Year Two
Approximate Length
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APPENDIX A
Description, Layout and Materials
for Buildings and Structures-128-
Farrowing System la
This farrowing setup will be a pasture system. The pasture should be selected in
an area to provide adequate drainage, shade and water. a Two pasture areas will be
fenced off and will be used in a rotation to help prevent soil vegetation from
becoming destroyed. The pasture will be fenced as shown in Figure 2, to provide
rotation space, a boar pen and an area for extra sows and replacement gilts. Shelter
for the sows during farrowing will be provided by individual A-frame huts set in
the pasture. Sixteen huts will be required.
Space required for 18 sows = 3 acres
Fencing required: 3240 feet, this fence should be 36” to 42” high.
posts are needed every 8’; therefore, at least 405 are required.
Waste Handlin&
There will be no floor in the huts and they will be dragged to a new location
between farrowings.
A-frames must not be located on low ground; good drainage should be provided.
Runoff from the pasture area should be controlled in compliance
Control Agency regulations.
with Pollution
A harrow may be used to groom the pasture between litters.
Ventilatio~ - natural ventilation
Feeders
32 feet of trough
accomplished with
for the boars and
Waterers
sows -- 2 feet of
space must be provided for the sows (@ $55 = $110). This can be
2-8 ft. double trough feeders. 2-2 ft. trough feeders are required
extra pen (C $14 = $28).
water space needed; use a 95 gallon stock tank (2’ x 2’ x 4’) @ $73
Extra pen -- use a 2-foot trough @ $11
Piglets -- 8 pig cups or pans are required for piglets after weaning (@ $8 = $64)
All of these waterers will only be used during warm weather so they do not need to
be frost-proof.k- --- -. .A.”.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..”..4.+---------- . . . .+”-- .’—-- - - —-.* ------ -.. -- .-., ------ -,--,--
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A- FRAME FARROWING SHELTER-132-
List of Materials - Portable A-Frame Building (MWPS 72630)



























2“ x 4“ x 5’9 1/4”
2“ x 41~x 7f-~1~1
2’1x 4!’x 7~-7 3/4”
211~ 41,x ~~1,
2“ x 4“ ~ 71_llII




3/$” x 4’ x 8t C-C, Ext.
cost = $115-133-
Farrowin~ System lb — ——
This farrowing setup will be a pasture system. The pasture
an area to provide adequate drainage, shade and water. Two
should be selected in
pasture areas will be
fenced off and will be used in a rotation to help prevent soil vegetation from
becoming destroyed. “rhepasture will be fenced as shown in Figure , to provide
rotation space, a boar pen and an area for extra sows and replacement gilts.
Shelter for the sows during farrowing will be provided by individual A-frame huts
set m the pasture. Sixteen huts w~ll be required. Provide 2 portable nursery
shelters for the fall Figlets.
Space required for 18 sows = 3 acres
Fencing required: 3240 feet, this fence should be 36” to 42” high
posts are needed every 8’, therefore at least 405 are required
Waste Handling
There will be no floor in the huts and they will be dragged to a new location
between farrowings.
A-frames must not be located on low ground; good drainage should be provided.
Runoff from the pasture area should be controlled in compliance with Pollution
Control Agency regulations.
A harrow may be used to groom the pasture between litters.
Ventilation - natural ventilation
.
Feeders .
32 feet of trough space must be provided for the sows (@ $55 = $110). This
can be accomplished with 2-8 ft. double trough feeders. 2–2 ft. trough teeders
are required for the boars and extra pen (@ $14 = $28).
Waterers
sows -- 2 feet of water space needed; use a 95 gallon stock tank (2’x2’x4’)@ $73
Extra pet-t -- use a 2-foot trough @ $11
Piglets -- 8 pig cups or pans are required for piglets after weaning (@ $8 = $64)
All of these waterers will only be used during warn weather so they do not need to
be frost-proof.W-— .- —- --- ——... . . --------- . . . . . . . . . . . .
-134-
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A- FRAME FARROWING SHELTER* .-137 -
Li.stof Materials - Portable A-Frame Building (MWPS


























































Size of building is 8’ x 16’
Description No.
41tx ~11x ~Qll 3
211~ 4!!x 8! 8
2“ X 4“ X 10’-8 3/8” 1
2“ X 4“ X 18’ 3
2“ x 4“ x 5!-8 3/8” 2
2“ X 4“ x 4*-8 l/8t~ 10
2!1x 411x 4! 2
2“ x 4“ x 2’-9 3/4u 11
2“ X 4“ X 16’
2“ x 4“ x 12’
2“ X 4“ X 16’
2“ X 4“ X 16’
1“ X 4“ X 16’
211~ 411
.
1/2” X 4’ X 8’
3/4” X 4’ X 8’
3/4” X 4’ X 8’
3/4” X 4’ X 8’






















































plus 20% misc. 785.68
Total Cost 1571.35. .
-140- 1 *
FarrowinfiSystcm 2 .- . . _____
An old building will be remodeled and used for farrowing, This building
will be an uninsulated shell such as a grainery or garage. The building
may have a concrete floor making manure removal easier. Operator made,
wooden farrow~ng crates will be used since they are more space efficient
than pens. If desired, a farrowing pen 4 1/2’ x 10’ may be used. “
Building Dimensions
Most old garages and poultry buildings would be too small to house 16 sows, so two
buildings will be remodeled to hold 8 sows each. These will have dimensions of
16’ X 28’.




Bedtllng will be used and the waste will be handled as a solid with a shovel and
l wheel barrow. A loader may also be used to move wastes to a solla manure spreader.
~entilation .
This building will be naturally ventilated. Air circulation fans may be needed
during hot weather. No supplementalheat will be required.
Plywood will be added 49
12 sheets of 3/4” x 4’ x
@ $22.75 = $273.
Remodeling Costs per BUildin& “ .
up the walls to protect the walls from the animals.
8’ plywood will be needed for each building
. .
8 wooden farrowing crates @ $100 u $800. These crates have feeders and waterer+s,
Heating - 6-250 Watt heat lamps at $15.00 = $90
Electrical - wiring
3-1oo watt lights, enclosed fixtures @ $8.5~ = $25.50
.
30 amp, main switch - fuse box - $6.50 .
nonmetallic, dust and water tight outlets - 10 @ $10.00 = $100
Use type U.F. cable for inside circu”its& (100 ft)($350/looo ft) * $35
Use AUG 8 feeder circuit cable: type SE, style R with XliHWconductors 220 ft or
type PWC with ~ conductors c (22o ft)($786/1000 fc) = $173
Trenching co buy lines - lines will bc buried with water line, “
1“ plastic conduit ($42/100 ft)(220 ft) - $92.4 Total = 432.4 + 20X - $519
Plumbing
l
TbIS bulldmg will have a frost-proof water hydrant--3/4° hydrant costs
approximately $42.00. 6’deep,, 200 ft. trench @ $3.00/ft. = $600.
280’ of 3/4” plastic pipe @ $.10/ft. = $28.00
Total = 670 + 20% = $804 —.-—-w--—.— ——” .—-—-—-.— “—~ -.. . .
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List of Materials - Farrowing Crate
Item No. ~escription
Pig stop 4 1’1x 8’!x 7! -
Sow Retaining Panel 4 2Y x 12” x 7’
Cleats 8 2!,~ 2tl~ ~61?
8 211~ 211x 31
Plywood 1 1/2” x 2’ x 5’
1 1/2” x 2’ x 5’
Supports 2 1 1/2” pipe x 4’
cost: $75.00 + 7.00 + 14.00 = $100
(materials) (water cup) (feeder)-146-
Farrowing System 3 — —.




Farrowing - 2 modeled buildings at 16’ x 28’ e
Nursery - with 4 litters/yr. The farrowing room can be used for the nursery.
Remodeling Costs per Building
Wall area = 704 ft2
from remodeling costs sheet (page ) - remodeling walls = $.89/ft2
cost for walls = $626.56 per building
Ceiling area = 448 ft2
from remodeling costs sheet - remodeling ceilings = $.82/ft2
cost for ceiling = $367.36
Total cost for ceiling and walls = $993.92
Optional concrete slab: 16’ X 28’ = 448 ft2
from remodeling costs sheet - 4“2slab = $.48/ft2
reinforcing costs = $.10/ft
Total cost = $44.8
8 wooden farrowing crates @ $100 = $800
Electrical - wiring
3-100 Watt, enclosed light fixtures @ $8.50 = $25.50
30 amp, main switch fuse box 6.50
nonmetallic dust and water tight outlets - 10 @ $10 = $100
Use type U.F. cable for inside circuits * 100 ft = $35.00
Feeder circuit cable: Use AWG 8, type PWC with THW conductors 220 ft @ $.79/ft
Trenching to bury lines - bury electric lines with plumbing lines = $174
220’ of 1“ plastic conduit @ $.42/ft. = $92.40
Total cost = $433.40+ 20% = $520
Plumb- - must have frost proof lines, the main line must be buried 6 ft below
grade.
cost for trenching 6 ft. deep by 200 ft. long trench @ $3/ft = $500
3/4” plastic pipe 220 ft @ $.10/ft = $22
3/4” hydrant @ $~~i~~
= 664 + 20% = $810
Ventilation (recommendations for nursery pigs since this ventilation rate is
greater than required for farrowing and farrowing room will be used as a nursery)
Ventilation rates: winter minimum = 160 cfm
winter normal = 1200 cfm
summer = 2880 cfmFarrowlng System 3.- Continued .—
147-
fans required: 1 - 160 cfm at 1/8” static pressure @ $200
1 - 1040 cfm at 1/8” S.P. @ $235
1- 1680 cfm at 1/8” S,P. @ $315
Total = $750
slot inlets: summer - provide 21 ft of 1“ slot along both 28’ sides
winter - provide 9 ft of 1“ slot along both 28’ sides
.
louver area: 6 ft2, cover with 1“ mesh screen to keep birds out
Supplemental Heat
3000 BTU/hr are required per sow and litter
therefore, a 24,000 BTU/hr unit is needed
a 40,000 BTU/hr unit costs $260
Creep heat - provided by 7-250 Watt heat lamps @ $15 = $105
Waste Handlin&
Bedding will be added so the waste can be handled as a solid. Scrape manually to
alleys, use a wheel barrow to remove waste from the building, A dry manure spreader























List of Materials - Farrowing Crate
Item No. Description
Pig stop 4 llt~ 81?~ 7?
Sow Retaining Panel 4
Cleats
2’ x 12” x 7’ -
8 211~ 211x 16!1
8 211x 211x 3!
Plywood 1 1/2” x 2’ x 5’
1 1/2” x 2’ x 5’
Supports 2 1 1/2” pipe x 4’
cost: $75.00 i- 7.00 + 14.00 = $100
(materials) (water cup) (feeder)
.~rrowlng System 4
152-
An old dairy barn will be converted into a farrowing facility, The building will
have a concrete floor and be equipped with a gutter cleaner.
Building Dimensions
overall dimensions of the barn are 36’ x 60’ x 80”
farrowing - 36t X 38’ X 8’
.
Nursery - the farrowing room can be used as the nursery
Remodeling Costs
<To protect the walls add 3/4” plywood up 4’ - 14 sheets needed @ $22,75 = $318,50
Partition cost - 8’ x 36’ stud wall, 2“ x 4“)2’ O.C.
Materials: 19 - 2 x 4 X 8’ @ $1.90= $36.1O
6- 2x4x12’ @$3.50=21
9 sheets 3/4” plywood @ $22.75 = $204.75
Total = $261.85
Steel farrowing crates will be used - 16 crates @ $250 = $4000
Electrical - wiring —
6- 100 Watt enclosed light fixtures @ $8.50 = $51
100 amp circuit breaker load center @ $52.00
6 circuit breakers @ $3 = $18
nonmetallic dust and water tight outlets - 14 @ $10.00 = $140
Use type U.F. cable for inside circuits 400 ft @ $.35/ft = $140
Use AWG 3 feeder circuit cable,
Trenching to bury lines - lines
220’ of 1“ plastic conduit
Total = 907 -t- 2%
Plumb.in&
THW moisture resistant conductor 220 ft @
$1.88/ft. =
will be buried with water line $413.60
@ $.42/ft = $92.40
= $1088.40
This building will have a frost-proof water hydrant
3/4” hydrant costs $42.00
6’ deep, 200 ft. trench @ $3.00/ft = $600




Total = 670 + 20% = $804
will be naturally vetnilated. Air circulation fans may be needed
Creep heat will be provided with 9-250 Watt heat lamps @ 15 = $135
Waste Handlin% ——
Bedding will be used so the waste will be handled as a solid. The gutter cleaner
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Fart.~wingSystem 5 —.
This WiII be the same building as System 4 with the addition of insulation and
mechanical ventilat~on.
Building Dimensions - overall dimensions of the barn are 36’ x 60’ x 8{
Farrowing - 36’ X 38’ X 8’
Nursery - the farrowing room can be used as the nursery -
Remodeling Costs
Stud wall partition - 8’ x 36’, 2“ x 4’, 2’ O.C.




6-2 X 4x 12t @ $3.50= $21
Total = $57
= 1184 ft2 (includes partition) 2
remodeling cost sheet - wall remodeling costs = $,89/ft
therefore wall cost = $1053.76
if the ceiling is good and hay is stored above, no remodeling is needed.
plywood for other side of partition - 9 sheets of 3/4” plywood @ $22.75 = $204.75
Total = $1315.51 + 20% = $1578.61
16 steel ~rate~ @ $25o = $4OOO
plumbing
Cost to install new water line:
6’ deep water lines trench 200 ft. zs $600
220’ of 3/4” plastic pipe @ $.10/ft = $22
3/4” frost proof hydrant = $42
200’ of 3/4” plastic pipe for inside building @ $.10/ft = $20
Total cost = $684
Rewiring
6-1oo Watt enclosed light fixtures @ $8.50
100 .lmpmain switch circuit breaker - $52,
nonmetallic dust and water tight outlets -
Use type U.F. cable for inside circuits &
= $51
6 breakers @ $3 = $18
14 @ $10 = $140
400 ft. @ $.35/ft = $140
Use AWG ~, feeder circuit cable, TH~Jmoisture resistant conductdr 220 ft @ $1.88/ft
= $413.60
Treuching - bury line with plumbing line
220’ of 1“ plastic conduit @ $.42/ft. = $92.4
Total = $907 + 20% = $1088.4-156-
FarrowLng S~tcm 5 - Continued ——
Ventilation
Since the farrowin~ room will be used as a nursery and nursery ventilation rates
are higher than fo~ farrowing, use nursery ventilation rates. -
Ventilation Rates:
winter minimum - 320 cfm





1-320 cfm at 1/8” S.P. @ $200
1-2808 cfm at 1/8” S.P. @ $285
1-3360 cfm at 1/8” S.p. @ $290
Total = $775
Slot inlets: summer - run a 2“ slot, 22’ long along both 38’ sides
winter - run a 1“ slot 18’ long along both 38’ slides
louver area: provide at least 12 ft2 of louver area
cover with 1“ mesh screen to keep birds out
Supplemental Heat
Each sow and litter requires 3,000 Btu/hr. supplemental heat, therefore a 48,000
Btu/hr. unit is needed.
This facility reauires 1-60.000 Btu/hr. unit @ $300
Creep heat will ~e provided-by 9-250 Watt
-WasteHandling
Bedding will be used so the waste will be
will convey wastes to an outside stack or
heat lamps @ $15 = $135
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Farrowing System 6 ——. -—
This will be the same building as System 5 with the addition of a nursery facility
and concrete liquid manure storage tank. No bedding will be used, waste will be
handled as a liquid. A Iiquld waste handling system is used to handle the larger
volumes of waste encountered with the 6 litter/yr. system.
Building Dimensions
.
- overall dimensions 36’ x 60’
Farrowing - 36’ X 38’ X 8t
Nursery - 36’ x 22’ x 8’ (160 piglet capacity)
Remodeling Costs
Wall area = 1536 ft2
from remodeling costs sheet - wall remodeling costs = $,89/ft2
therefore wall cost = $1367
Ceiling - if the ceiling is good and hay is stored above, no remodeling is needed,
Partition - 36’ x 8’, 2“ x 4“ stud wall
Framing cost: 19-2 X 4 X 8’ @ $1.90 = $36
6-2 X 4x 12’ @ $3.50 = $21
Total = $57
Insulation, vapor barrier, plywood cost = $468.75
Total = $1892.75 + 20% = $2271
Resloping of floor with 4“ of concrete: 36x60= 2160 ft2 @ $,58/ft2 = $1253
16 wooden farrowing crates @ $100 = $1600 or 16 steel crates @ $250 = $4000
(with feeder and waterer)
nursery pens: 2“ x 12” x 8’ stacked 3 high for solid section
4 sets of 3 needed = 12 @ $8 = $96
for open sections 2“ x 8“ x 6’ stacked 3 high k’ith4“ spaces
10 sets of 3 needed = 30 @ $3.12 = $93.60
Total = $96 +$93.60 + 10% = $209
Plumbing
Cost to install new water line:
6’ deep water lines 200 ft. = $600
220’ of 3/4” plastic pipe @ $.10/ft = $22
3/4” frost proof hydrant = $42
300’ of 3/4” plastic pipe for inside of building (?$.10/ft = $30
Total cost = $694 -t202= $832.8-160-
Farrowing System 6 - Continued —.—
Rewiring
12-100 Watt enclosed light fixtures @ $8.50 = $102
100 amp main switch circuit breaker - $52.00, 6 breakers @ $3 = $18.00
nontnetalicdust and water tight outlets - 22 @ $10.00 = $220
Use type U.F. cable for inside circuits +500 ft. @ $.35/ft. = $17.5
Use AWG 3, Feeder circuit cable, THW moisture resistant conductor - 220 ft. @
$1.88/ft. = $413.6
Trenching to bury lines 2 ft. deep - 100 ft. long +run with water line
220’ of 1“ plastic conduit C!$.42/ft. = $92.4
Total = $1073 + 20% = $1288
Ventilation
The farrowing and nursery areas will be ventilated independently. Solid wall
partition.
Farrowing Section: winter (minimum) = 320 cfm
winter normal = 1288 cfm
summer = 3360 cfm




1-960 cfm at 1/8” S.P. = $235
1-2080 cfm at 1/8” S.P. = $285 TOTAL = $720
for summer provide 1“ slot 25’ long along both 38’ sides
for winter provide 1“ slot 10’ long along both 3St sides
provide at least 6 ft2 of louver area just for farrowing
section, cover with 1“ mesh screen.
winter (minimum) = 320 cfm
winter normal = 2400 cfm
summer = 5760 cfm
Fans required: 1-320 cfm at 1/8” S.P. = $200
1-2080 cfm at 1/8” S.P. = $285
1-3360 cfm at 1/8” S.P. = $290 TOTAL = $775
Slot inlets: summer - run at 2“ slot 22’ long along
winter - run at 1“ slot 18’ long along
Louver area: provide at least 12 ft2 of louver area






For farrowing: (30C0 BTU/hr/sowand litter) (16) = 48,000BTU/hr unit
60,000 13TU/hrunit - $300
Creep heat = 9-250 Watt heat lamps @ 15 = 135
For Nursery: (300 l~UT/hr/pig)(160)= 48,000 BTU/hr unit
60,000 BTU/hr unit t= $300
Total Cost z= $735-161-
Farrowing System 6 - Continued
--Feeders for nursery - need 6-5 hole feeders @ $84 = $504
or 2-5 hole, 2 troughs + 2-5 hole feeders = (2)(130) + (2)(84) = $428
--Waterers - 6-cup waterers @ $12.00 = .$72
.
Waste Handlin&
Waste will be collected in the gutters and the gutter cleaner will convey the manure
to an outside storage pit.
Cost of below-grade concrete storage pit:
Total volume required for 180 days of storage = 3250 ft3
Thanlcsize required = 22’ x 22’ x 8’
This will give 7’ of storage3depth.
Cost of tank = (3872 ft )($1.56/ft3) = $6,040
Concrete cover (designed for vehicle traffic) = (484 ft2)($6/ft2) = $2,904
Total = $8,944
An agitation pump will be required; it must be 8’ long. Cost = $3,50!)
A tank wagon will be needed to haul wastes from the pit to the fields, 2,000 gallon
tanker. cost = $6,500
Alternative Waste Handling Component for Farrowing System 6
Remodeled dairy facility with no gutter cleaner, install a gravity flush gutter that
conveys waste out of barn to an outdoor storage facility.
Slope gutters 1“/25 ft. toward the storage facility.
At the end of each gutter will be a plug that will be opened when the gutter
becomes full. This will flush the gutter in a batch flow and freezing will not
be a problem. From the plug the waste will flow through an 8“ diameter PVC
pipe to the storage tank. The storage tank will have a prestressed concrete
top that will support vehicle traffic.-162-
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New pole building used for farrowing. This is for the operator who has no
buildings to remodel, doesn’t want the high investment of farrowing systems
8, 9, 10 and doesn’t want to use a pasture system. A concrete floor w1ll be
added to the building.
Building Dimensions
Farrowing - 24’ x 48’ pole building
Nursery - wxth 4 litters/yr. the farrowing room can be used for the nursery.
Waste Handling
The animal waste will be handled as a solid with a shovel and wheel barrow.
Bedding will probably be used with this system.
Construction Costs-166-
Ftirrowing System 7 - Continued














5“ top x 16’ press treated
4“ top x 16t press treated
2x8x16’







2 x 6 x 16’ pressure treated
ft:
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lTruss~sare4’ O.C. 35 lb. load, 24’ span.Farrowin~ System 7 - Continued
-167-
Cost of Concrete Floor
24’ x 48’ x 4“ =~84 ft3 = 14,2 yds @ $39/yd m $553,80
“ Reinforcing (,1152 ft2) ($,10/ft2) = $l15,2Cl
Total = $679
Ventilation
Since the farrowing room will be used as a nursery and nursery ventilation rates are
higher than for farrowing, use nursery rates,
winter minimum = 320 cfm
winter normal = 240 cfm
summer = 5760 cfm
Farn required: 1-320 cfm at 1/8” S.P, E $200
1-2080 cfm at 1/8” S,P, = $285
1-3360 cfm at 1/8” S.P. = $290
Total E $775
Slot inlets: summer - run a 1“ slot 44’ long along both 48[ sides
winter - run a 1“ slot 18’ long along both 48{ sides .
Louver area: provide at least 12 ft2 of louver areat cover with 1“ mesh ~creen to
keep birds out,
Supplemental heat required
3000 BTU/hr are required per sow and litter
therefore, a 48,000 BTU/hr unit is needed
A 60,000 BTU/hr unit costs ~ $300
Creep heat provided by 10-250 Watt heat lamps @ $15 = $150
Insulation: wall area = 1440 ft2
ceiling area = 1152 ft2
In walls use 2“ x 4’ x 8’ sheets polyst rene (R = 8.4), cover with 3/4” plywood
insulation - ~f 1440 ft2 X $8.88/32 t = $400
~. plywood - 1440 ft2 X $22.75/32 ft = $1023.75
vapor barrier - 1440 ft2 X $.02/ft2 = $28.80
In ceiling use 1/2” plywood with 6“ blovm insulation (R = 20)
insulation - 1152 ft2 X $8.00/32 ft2 = $307.20
plywood - 1152 ft2 X $16.00/32 ft2 = $576
vapor barrier - 1152 X $.02/ft2 = $23.04
Total cost for insulation = $2,359-168-
Farrowing System 7 - Continued .—
.
Plumbing
Cost to install new water line: I
6’ deep water line trench 200’ @ $3.00/ft = $600
220’ of 3/4” plastic pipe @ $.10/ft = $22
3/4” frost proof hydrant = $42
200’ of 3/4” plastic pipe for inside building @ $.10/ft = $20
.
Total cost = $684 +2o% = $821
Wiring
6-100 Watt enclosed light fixtures @ $8.50 = $51
100 amp main switch-circuit breaker - $52, 6 breakers @ $3 = $18
nonmetallic dust and water tight outlets - 16 @ $10 = $160
Use type U.F. cable for inside circuits- 400 ft @ $.35/ft = $140
Use AWG 3, feeder circuit cable, THW moisture resistant conductor 220 ft @
$1.88/ft.=
Trenching - bury line with plumbing line $413.6
220’ of 1“ plastic conduit @ $.42/ft = $92.4























New building. Totally confined, partially slatted farrowing room and totally
slatted nursery with an 8’ manure storage pit.
Farrowing - partially slatted, 16-SOW capacity
Nursery - totally slatted, 160-piglet capacity :
This will be a turn-key facility complete with crates, feeders? waterers, heaters,
ventilation equipment, etc.
cost = $2000/sow + $100/piglet
Water and electric service must be brought to the building.
Plumbing Installation
6’ deep water lines 200 ft = $600
220’ of 3/4” plastic pipe @ $.10/ft = $22
Total = $622
Electric Service
AWG 3, feeder circuit cable, THW moisture resistant conductor 220t @ $1.88/ft
220’ of 1“ plastic conduit @ $.42/ft = $92.4 = $413.6
Total = $506
Waste Handling )
An agitation pump 8 ft. long ($3500) and a liquid manure spreader
(2,000 gallon - $6500) will be needed to empty the manure pit.
Farrowing Systen 9

























New facility. Totally confined, partially slatted floor with a flush system to convey
wastes to a lagoon. This system will have a 280 piglet’nursery.
This will be a turn-key facility complete with crates, feeders, waterers, heaters,
ventilation equipment, etc. .
cost = $2,000/sow-l-$100/piglet
The cost to run a water line and electrical servie is the same as for system 8 - $1128
Lagoon Design - see page
An irrgation system will be used to empty the lagoon.
Irrigation System Cost - see pageFARROWING SYSTEM 10
~~












&estation System 1 - Pasture System, 18 sows, 8 gilts, 2’boars
Portable shelters will be provided for shade and wind protection. Two pasture
areas will be fenced and used in yearly rotations.
Construction Costs-177-
Feeders: ——
Trough space needed (2’/sow)(l8 sows) = 36 ft trough space
OR I’/sow self-feed =
.
18 ft self-feed space .
Provide for the sows:
Two 10-hole feeders @ = $190-280 = $380-560
. OR metal trough for sows 9 at 4 ft = 36 ft 9 @ $17 = $153 .
OR Two 8-ft 2-sided troughs (32 ft feed length) 2 @ $55 = $110 —
For boars and extra pen:
tio 2-ft feeders @ $13.75 = $27.50
Waterers: .
1 foot or cup/10 sows .“. need 2 ft of trough space
1 foot or cup/3 boars .“. need 1 ft of trough space
(these waterers must be frost-proof)
Provide for the sows and boars:
One 2-hole frost-proof waterer at $95
Optional 95 gallon stock tank waterer for warm weather use at $75.?5
2 ft trough in extra pen $11.00
220 ft of 3/4” plastic pipe @ .10/ft = $22
Approximate cost to run 6’ deep water lines 200 ft @ 3.00/ft = $600
200’ of electric line will also have to be run to heat the waterer:
Conduit 220’ @ .42/ft =$92.40
220’ @ .20/ft = $44.00
3/4” frost proof water hydrant = $42.00
Plumbing & Electric = 22 + 600 + 92.4 + 44 +42 = 800+ 20% = 960-178-
Waste Handling:
Bedding will be used so
Bedding and manure will
loader may be used to remove
waste will be handled as a solid.
e
have to be removed from the shelters with a shovel. A
wastes from around the waterers and feeders. A dry
manure spreader may be needed to spread the waste onto fields.
Note: the spreader and laoder may not be necessary.
Fencing Needed:
3240 ft @ .80/ft = $2592
post every 8 ft = 405 posts at 1.75 = $709
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- Sow Ilousing(NNP3 72630)
Size of Building is 8’ x 16’ with a 3’ overhang
Description No.
4“ X 6“ X lH! 3
21$~ 411x 8! 8
2“ x 4“ x 10’-83/8” 1
2“ X 4“ X 18t 3
2“ x 4“ x 51-83/8’? 2
211~ 4“ x 4$-81/8!’ 10
2’ x 4“ x 41 2
2“ x 4“ x 2’-93/4” 11
2“ X 4“ X 161
2“ x 4“ x 12’
2“ X 4“ X 16’
2“ X 4“ X 16’
1“ X 4“ X 16’
211x 4tl
.
3./2”X 4’ X 8?
3/4’!X 4’ X 8’
3/4” X 4’ X 8’
3/4” X 4’ X 8’
3/4” X 4’ X 8’

























































plus 20% misc. 763.00













List of Materials’- Sl~cltcrfor 2 Boars (IMPS 72630)






















Item IhLt cost Description ~
4“ x 4“ x 9’ (pres-
sure treated)









































3/4” X 4’ X 8’
3/4” X 4’ X 8’
3/4” X 4’ X 8’ 2.
Insulation (roof) 1“ x 4’ x 8’ 2 12.00 .
+ 20% misc. ‘w-183-
Remodeling:
Line the interior of the building up to 4’ with 3/4” plywood to protect the
walls from the sows. .
6 sheets needed @ $22.75 = $136.50
partitions inside building (2” x 8“ by 4 boards high)
need 72 linear feet .“. we need (4)(72) = 288 ft
need 36 -- 8’ X 2“ X 8“ @ $4.20 = $151.20
This lumber must be pressure treated.
Fencing Needed:
200 ft of hog panel @ .80/ft = $160
Posts every 8 ft = 25 posts @ 1.75 = $43.75
Feeders:
40’ of wooden trough for sows and gilts: 5 @ $82.50/8 ft
For boars: two 2-ft steel troughs @ $11.00 = $22.00
Waterers: ——.
Two 2-hole waterers @ $95 = $190 (frost-proof)
PLUS One l-hole frost-proof waterer = $75
3/4” frost-proof water hydrant = $42
Approximate cost to run 6’ deep water lines 220 ft @ 3.00/ft = $600
220 ft 3/4” plastic pipe = $22.00
Electrical line for water heaters
Conduit 220’ @ .20/ft = $44.00
Waste Handling:
Bedding will be used so waste
will be used to ~emove wastes from
lot area.
Ventilation:
220’ @ .42/ft = $92.40
will be handled as a solid. A shovel
building, around waterers and feeders
or loader
and the
The building will be naturally ventilated with an open ridge. Two circulation
fans in the building may be needed-during the summer. Cut windows in rear section.-184-
Cost of Concrete: *
Inside area: 40’ x 32’ = 1280 ft2 @ $.58/ft2 = $742.40
Outside lot area: 40’ x 20’ = 800 ft2 @ $.58/ft2 = $464.00 -
Apron: 40’ x 8’ = 320 ft2 @ $.58/ft2 = $185.60
Doors:
Front: 2“ x 4“ framing, 1/2” plywood, doors come down 4 ft
Need Five 8-ft doors; each door has four 8’ x 2“ x 4“ -t- 1 sheet 1/2” plywood
5 Q $25.00= $125.00
Back: 4 windows at 2’ x 4’, 2“ x 4“ framing + need 12 ft/window + 8ft2 1/2”
olywood
4 at $8.00 = $32.00l
.-
-185-
Gestation System 2 - Remodeled Pole Building, 18 sows, 8 gilts, 2 boars
A typical sized pole building is 32’ x 40’, which may be an old hay
shed, machine shed, or storage area with or without a concrete floor. A
plan is given to show how such a building may be remodeled for the above
number of breeding stock. It is more space than necessary for this number
of animals, but we are assuming that the building is already on the farm-
stead. It will be naturally ventilated with an open ridge so a constant
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Gestation System 3 - Open Front Shed with Lot. 18 sows, 8 gilts, 2 boars
Bill of Materials - Open front shed with lot (MWPS - 72692) .
Building Dimensions 16’ x 32’




















2 X 6 X 16’
1 X 8 X 16’
2 X 6 X 16’
2 X 4 X 16’
2 X 6 X 16’
2 X 4 x8’
3/8’’plywood192 ft2


















.038 Aluminum @ 19.00/32 ft2
3/4” Plywood @ 22.75/32 ft2
1/2 @ 1/2” 16.65/32 ft2



















Undulation on ceiling if steel roof is used 576 ftz]
4’ x 8’ x 1-1/2” polystyrene = 6.75/32 ftz 121.50
1331.7’6
+ 20% Misc. 266.35 ——
TOTAL $1598.11-189-
Concrete Work
In building: 16’ X 32’ X 4“ = 170 ft3 = 6.3
reinforcing 512 ft2 @ .10/ft2
~
yd @ 39.00/yd
Feedlot: 20’ X 32’ X 4“ = 213 ft3 = 8 yd @ 39.00/yd








Apron for runoff, collection: 8’ x 32’ x 4“ = 85 ft3 = 3.2 yd @ 39.00/yd 124.80
reinforcing 256 ft2 @ .10/ft2 25.60
TOTAL $ 150.40
TOTAL CONCRETE $ 823.30-190-
Pen Dividers - Fencing
Protection for inside walls use 2 x 8 x 8’ 3 high,





(solid partitions to help prevent dunging inside)
Outside fencing, need 132 linear ft. of fence, @ .80/ft 105.60
TOTAL fencing
Ventilation -
1 post every 8 ft = 17 @ 1.75 29.75
and partitions $ 380.00.
natural ventilation, open doors during summer
Waste handling - This facility
Waste will be collected on the
to dispose of waste on fields.
will require scraping with a shovel and loader.
apron, removed with loader; spreader will he required
Feeders: Z’/sow all fed at once or 1’ISOW self-fed
Provide: Three 10-hole feeders @ $200





Waterers: 1 foot or cup /10 sows
1 foot or cup/3 boars
These waterers must be frost-proof
provide: TWO 2-hole frost-proof waterers @ $100 200.00
Approximate cost to run 6’ deep water line
250 ft of 3/4” plastic pipe @ .10/ft
3/4” hydrant
Electric line for water heaters:
200 ft + 24 ft = 224 ft@ 3.00/ft 672.00
25.00
42.00
250 ft or 1“ plastic conduit @ .42/ft 105.00
250 ft or (300 volt, 3 conductor, weather-proof, service
cable) wire @ .79/ft 197.50
1241.50

































In building 16’ x 64’ x 4“ = 340 ft3 = 12.6 yd @ 3~.00/yd
reinforcing 1024 ft2 @ .10/ft2
Feedlot: 20’ X 64’ X 4“ = 426 ft3 = 16 yd @ 39.00/yd
reinforcing 1280 ft2 @ .10/ft2
Apron for runoff, collection:
8’ X 32’ X 4“ = 170 ft3 = 6.4 yd @ 39.00/yd










TOTAL Concrete $ 1646.60
Pen Dividers - Fencing:
Protection for inside walls use:
2 x 8 x 8’ 3 high, need 36 boards @ 4.16 149.76
Inside pen dividers (solid partitions to help prevent dunging inside):
2“ x 12” x 8’ 3 high, need 42 boards @ 8.00 336.00
Outside fencing:
need 244 linear feet of fence Q .80/ft 195.20
1 post every 8 ft = 31 @ 1.75 54.25
$ 735.00 TOTAL
Ventilation - natural ventilation
Waste Handling:
This facility will require scraping with a shovel and loader. Waste will
be collected on the apron and removed with loader; a manure spreader will be required
to dispose of the waste on the fields,-194-
Feeder?<: 2’/sow (all fed at once) or l’/sow self-feed
Provide: Three 16-hole feeders @ 325.00
Two 2-hole feeders @ 100.00
Waterers:
1 foot or cup/10 sows
1 foot or cup/3 boars
These waterers must be frost-proof
Provide: Four 2-hole frost-proof waterers @ 100.00
Approximate cost to run 6’ deep water line:
200 ft + 55 ft = 255 ft @ 3.00/ft
300’ of 3/4” plastic pipe @ .10/ft
3/4” hydrant
Electric line for water heaters:
300 ft of 1“ plastic conduit @ .42/ft
.
TOTAL
300 ft of (300 volt, 3 conductor, weatherproof , service


























Gestation System 4 - Open Front Shed with Lot. 36 sows: 16 gilts, 4 boars
.
Bill of Materials - Open front shed with lot (MWPS - 72692)
Building Dimension 16’ x 64’










































384 ft2 14.88/32 ft2
.038 Aluminum @ 19.00/32 ftz
3/4” Plywood @ 22.75/32 ft2
1/2 @ 1/2” 16.65/32 ft2
1/2 @ 3/4” 22.75/32 ftz
[Insulation on Ceiling if steel roof is used 1152 ft2]











































9 sows 16 HOLE
FENCE LINE FEEDERS I






















I 200’ WATER LINE-198-
Gestation System 5 - New Pole Building. 54 sows, 24 gilts, 6 boars
Bill of Materials - Naturally ventilated pole building with a scrape alley
(MWPS - 72055)
Building Dimension 30’ x 80’
Item Description No. Unit Cost Total
Trusses
Girts
Concrete cu. feet 12
Poles 6“X 6“X 16’ 12
pressure treated 4“X 4“X 16’ 11
Girders 2x1OX16’ 20








Skirt (pressure 2x6x16’ 18
treated)
Siding Sq. feet .038 Aluminum 2030
Roofing Sq. feet .038 Aluminum 2880
Ln feet eaves trough 162
Main door (One at 4iix4!!X12?611 4
each end of alley) 2x6x2’ 1
l“X 611X10’ 11
Large Doors 2x4x1O’ 16
(dunging alley doors - framing)






















































Wall area = 2200 ft2 Use 2“ x 4’ x 8’ polystyrene, cover
1/2” of 3/4” plywood and 1/2” of 1/2” plywood:
insulation: (2200 ft2)(8.88/32 ft2)
plywood: (2200/2)(16.64/32 ft2)
(1/2 @ 1/2”, 1/2 @ 3/4”): (2200/2)(22.75/32 ft2)
vapor barrier: (2200)(.02/32 ft2)
Ceiling area = (2)(17 x 80) = 2720 ft2 Use 1/2’!plywood
with 2“ x 4’ x 8’ polystyrene:
insulation: (2720)(8.88/32 ft2)
plywood: (2720)(16.64/32 ft2)
vapor barrier: (2720)(.02/32 ft2)
Plumbing - cost to install new
6’ deep water line trench



















+ 20% Misc. 183.00
TOTAL $ 1096.00
Electrical - electric line for water heaters:
310’ of 1“ plastic conduit @ .42/ft
310’ of (300 volt, 3 conductor, weatherproof , service
cable) wire @ .79/ft
100 amp main switch circuit breaker:
$52.00+ 6 breakers @ 3.00
Six 100-Watt enclosed light fixtures @ 8.50
Non-metalic dust and watertight outlets 6 @ 10.00








+ 20% Misc. 125.00
TOTAL $ 751.00-200-
Waterers
Five 2-hole frost-proof waterers @ 100.00
Feeders
Five 2-trough, 8 ft 8-door feeder @ 323.00
Five 2-trough, 6 ft 6-door feeder @ 263.00
TOTAL
Pen Dividers
2“ x 12” x 8’ 3 high, need 66 boards @ 8.00
Forty 4“ x 4“ x 8’ posts @ 6.40
80 ft of hog panel @ l.00/ft













+ 20% Misc. 251.00
TOTAL $ 1500.00
ventilated with an open ridge, vent doors and an open front during
Manure Handling
Bedding will be used, waste will be handled as a solid. The 9’ alley can be
scraped clean with a small skid steer loader.
Feed System



















































Gestation System 6, 7 and 8
These facilities will be complete turn-key buildings. The cost to install water
lines and electrical service is the same as in farrowing system 8. Each building
will be equipped with an automatic auger feed system.
Lagoon design - see page
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Pasture finishing system during the summer months only. Requires fencing,
sun shades, feeders, waterers--low
This system would probably be used
Pigs but the market is down and he
the market is higher.
130 hog capacity
investment.
by the operator who normally sells 40 lb, feeder
wants to wait and sell them as market hogs when











4“ top x 12’ poles
}
pressure treated $9.60




12’ X 20’ = 240 ft2 = 8 sheest of aluminum @ $19,00
2x6x4’
1/2” X 9“ bolts



















12’ X 20’ = 240 ft2 = 8 sheets of aluminum at $19/32 ft2
3“ x 3“ x 1/3” x 3 1/2” angles
3/8” x 3“ lag screws
1/2” X 9“ bolts
2x4x12” .
2x6x4’
To finish off 130 pigs we require26 ftz per pig over 100 lbs.
o . . we need 130 x 6 = 780 ft of shade area = 3 houses
Waterers: one space/20-25 pigs . ** we require 5 spaces
2-2 fount waterers @ 150 = $300 95 gal. capacity each






















These will be filled from a truck equipped with a water tank. Finishing will be
done only during the summer so that the waterers to not need to be frost proof.-210-
Finishing System 1 - Continued
Feeders: one space/5 pigs
130/5 = 26 spaces required
2-round feeders, 12 openings @ $250 = $500
2-12 ~~ening steel rectangular feeders @ $335 = $670 .
or
2-8 ft. troughs, operator made wooden troughs @ $55 = $110
Pasture space required: MWPS recommends 50 to 100 growing-finishing pigs/acre depending
on fertility of the land
*use2 acres = 295 ft. by 295 ft.
amount of fence required = 1180 ft @ $.80/ft = $944
posts every 8 ft = 150 posts @ $1.75 = $263
Waste Handling
A harrow may be used to groom the pasture between batches,-211-
SUN SHADE FOR FINISHING SYSTEM I
.
ROOF 16’ X 20’






















Remodeled facility, uninsulated, naturally ventilated
2 rows of pens, concrete floor
130 hog capacity
, center gutter, scrape to storage
Space requirements: for 125 lb, and up rovide 8 ft2/hog .
Cost for pcn dividers:
pressure treated lumber
8 ft. of pen solid and 5 ft. of pen with spaces ii fence without feeders
For solid partition:
2~~~ 8“ ~ 8’ by 5
80 boards at
For open portions:
2 x 8 by 3 boards
42 boards at
boards high, need128 linear feet = 16 at 8’ ~16)0) ’80 boards
$4.20= $333.
high with spaces, need lICIlinear feet = M at 8’ (_3)(14)=
42boards
$4,20xI ~L7;,
Total =1$436 + $377 Z=$513 + 20% = $616
Waterers: plumbing
414.2hole waterers @ $25 = $10.
,
3/4” water lines 320”ft. @ $.10/ft = $32
3/4” hydrant - $42.00









3-100 Watt lights, enclosed fixtures @ $8.50 = $25,50
30 amp main service - $6,50
6 outlets, nonmetallic, dust and water tight @ $10.00 = $60,00
Use type U.F. cable for circuits A(150 ft)($.35/ft) = $52.5
AWC 8 feeder circuit cable: Type PWC with THW conductors= (220 ft]c$,70/ft) = $173
Trenching to bury lines - lines will be burled with water line
1“ Plastic conduit (220 ft)($.42/ft) = $92.40
Total - $410 + 20% P $492 .
Concrete: resloping in building
36’ X 48’ X 4“ = 576 fc3~222 ycis.@ j39/yd = $858.
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Finishing System 3 - open front shed with lot -300 hog CapaClty
l
Bill-of Materials - Open Front Shed with Lot (MWPS-726$7)
Building Size 16’ x 96’
Item Description ~. Unit Cost
.
Poles (pressure treated) 4x4x8’ 26 $6.40
Girders 2“ X 6“ X 16’ 24 6.24
Rafters 2x4x18’ 45 “ 5,20
Purlins 1x4x16’ 72 2.40
Facia 2x6x16’ 12 6.24
Girts (back) 2x1OX16’ 6 14,00
2x6x16’ 12 6.24
(sides) 2x6x16’ 4 6.24
Doors (framing) 2x4x8’ 25 1.89
3/8” plywood 176 ft2 $14.88/32 f 2
18’ X 88’ =1’728 ft2
5
Roof .038 Aluminum $19/32 ft
Walls (back) ’96ft22 3/4” plywood $22.75/32 ft:
(sides) 160 ft 3/4” plywood $22.75/32 f
Insulation, ceiling 1728 ft2, 4 x 8 x 1 1/2” ploystyrene $6.75/32 ft
5
Total = $~452 + 20% ($490) =$2942 . .
——
Concrete Work .
In building - “3 - ‘- - 16’ X 96’ X 4“ E 512 ft z- 19 yd @ ~391yd = $940
reinforcing area 1536 ft @ $.10/ft = $153.60
l’otal= $893.60
l
Feedlot area: 40’ x 96’ x 4“ = 1280 ft32= 47 yd @ ~39/yd = $1849
reinforcing area 3840 ft @ $.10/ft = $384 .
Total = $2233
Total concrete = $893.60+$2233 = $3126.60
















Protection for inside walls usc 2x 8 x 8’ 3 high need 45 boards @ $4.16 = $187,20
.




Outside fencing - need 352 linear feet of fence @ $.80/ft = $282 :
1 post every 8 ft = 23 @ $5.00 = $115.00
-,
Total = $.959 .
Ventilation - Natural ventilation. -217-
.
Ffnishiw, Systrm 3 - Conti.nucd
Waste !landl~ ——
This,facility will require scraping with a shovel and ~oader, Waste will be scraped
to the alley area, <animalsherded out of alley and scraped clean with the loader,
Feeders: 1 space self feed for 5 pigs . . .-
provide: 3-double 10 hole feeders f!$500 = $1500
Total- $1500
Waterers: ,, .
provide: 3-2 hole frost proof waterers @ $100 = $300 ‘
.
6’ deep water line, 300 ft @ $3/ft = $900
300’ of 3/4” plastic pipe @ $Q1l/ft = $30
3/4” hydrant = $42.00
electric line for water heaters:
300 ft of 1“ plastic conduit @ $.42/ft = $126
300 ft of wire @ $.79/ft = $237
(300 volt, 3 conductor, weather proof service cable)
Total = $.1635+ 20% = $1962
. .
Feed System







































Finishing Systems 4 and 5
These facilities will be complete turn-key buildings, The cost to install water lines
and electrical service is the same as in Farrowing Syst’em8, Each building will be
quipped with an automatic auger feed system.
Lagoon Design - see page
.
Irrigation System - see page-222-
FINISHING SYSTEM 4
—1
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floor: concrete 2“ slab $39.00/162 ft2~ $.24/ft2
4“ slab $39.00/81 ft2 B $.48/ft2
5“ slab $39.00/64.8 ft2~ $.60/ft2
6“ slab $39.00/54 ft2 s $.72/ft2


















7 35 (25 - construction, 2 - concrete,













14 (8 - construction, 6 - fence)
u (2 - plywood, 2 - partitions,
4 - concrete, 3 - fence) -,





7(3- construction, 4 - fence)
9(1- plywood, 3 - partitions,
4 - concrete, 1 - plumb)
3 60-226-
Miscellaneous Equipment
Loading Chute (wooden, homemade) = $300
Sorting Chute (wooden, homemade) = $145
Standby Generator $9,920 (30 kW, 225 Amp) $10,520 (45 kW, 225 Amp)








Spreader (2000 gallon) $6500
(8’ deep) $3500





































2 X 4 X 31-1/2”





3/8” X 5-1/2” bolt
1/2” X 5-1/2” bolt
1/2” X 5-1/2” bolt











List of Materials - Sorting Chute (MWPS-8)
Item Description
Blocking Gate 21f~ 4$S* fjt
Cutting Gate 1“ x 4“ x 10’
Stationary Lane 4~’x 4“ x 6q pOStS
2“ x 4“ x 10’















































1/2” X 4“ bolts

























2 x 12 x 7’-10” “
2x6x2’
~ X 4 X 34-1/2”
2 x 4 x 3’-3”
2X12X2’
2 x 12 x 22 1/2”




Minimum design volume: from MWPS-18 Table 30, p.58
From
For cold climate 2 ft3/lb
manure production for System I:
For farrowing and nusery 10,418 lbs/yr
For gestation 42,916 lbs/yr
For finishing 83,165 lbslyr
Total
Total
feeder pig production 53,334 lbs/yr
farrow-to-finish 136,499 lbs/yr
A. Lagoon Design for Feeder Pig Production
*Minimum design volume: (2 ft3/lb)(53,334 lb/yr) = 106,668 ft3/yr







from manure production for system I, volume = 13,837 ft3/yr
Annual precipitation = 28 inches
Annual evaporation = 28 inches
1/2 the minimum design volume
(1/2)(106,668) = 53,334 ft3
*Safety margin: 25 yr, 24 hr storm, 4.5 in/day Figure 54
assume diversion dikes prevent extraneous runoff from entering lagoon
*1211freeboard
Total volume required = 173,839 ft3/yr +
13 ft deep lagoon, 156’ square with side
Safety margin = 9126 ft3
Total volume required = 182,965 ft3
safety margin
slope of 3:1 has a volume of 184,548 ft3.
Still need a 12” freeboard, therefore, make lagoon 14’ deep, 156’ square
Cost for excavation = $.037/ft3 = $1.00/yd
Cost of lagoon = (190,176 ft3)($.037/ft3) = $7,036-236-
B. Lagoon Design for Farrow-to-Finish Operation
*Minimum design volume: (2 ft3)(136,499 lb/yr) = 272,998 ft3/yr
(lagoon is never pumped below this point) .
AFumping schedule: once a year
ALivestock wastes: volume = 13,837 + 33,927 = 47,764 ft3
ADilution vol~e: = (1/2)(minimum design volume)
= (1/2)(272,998) = 136,499 lb/yr
*Safety margin: 25 yr, 24 hr storm, 4.5 inlday
*1211freeboard
Total volume = 457,261 ft3 + safety margin
13 ft deep lagoon, 230’ square, volume = 480,844 ft3
Total volume required = 477,099 ft3
Still need 12” freeboard, therefore, make lagoon 14’ deep, 230’ square
Cost for excavation = $.037/ft3 = $1.00/yd
Cost of lagoon = $18,613-237-
IRRIGATION SYSTEM COSTS
.
For a Large System: pump (600 gpm) $ 4772
traveling gun 9500
$1~72
For a Small System: pump (400 gpm)
traveling gun
Average Cost
6“ irrigation pipe $2.15/ft







Custom pumping $3.00/1000 gallons pumped
cost to pump feeder pig system lagoon = ‘e 1716
cost to pump farrow to finish system lagoon $ 4592-238-
APPENDIX B
Energy Requirements and Calculations-239-













































7-10 per month per
1000 lb. animal weight “
14-20 per month per
1000 lb. animal weight
1-3 per hour
1 per hp per hour
‘D.W. Baltes, H.A. Cloud. Energy Requirements of Electrical Equipment.
Agricultural Engineering Fact Sheet No. 1. University of Minnesota.-240-
Energy Requirements - Monthly Basis [These values are valid for every system
except for farrowing system 10]
Derivation of Heat Balance Equations
Basic Equation: qsen + q = 1.1 CFM AT+qB sup
.
(1)
where: qB = building heat loss [Btu/hr]
qsen = sensible heat from the animals [Btu/hr]
qsup = supplemental heat [Btu/hr]
CFM = ventilation rate [cubic feet per rein]
Assumptions: 16 sow farrowing building 36’ x 38’ x 8’, kept at 70° F
128 piglet nursery 36’ x 22’ x 8’, kept at 80° F
Both buildings will be operated independently and kept
at 40° F to prevent freezing when not in use.
A. Farrowing building full
q = (1000 Btu/hr/sow and litter)(16 sows and litter)
sen
= 16,000 Btu/hr
minimum ventilation rate = (20 CFM/sow)(16 SOWS) = 320 CFM
q* =AB/RB (Tn- To)
where: ‘B = area of building
RB = R-value of building
Tn = room temperature
T = outside temperature o
A A walls + ceiling
R R walls ceiling
1184 ft2 + 1368 ft2 = 151 Btu/hr-°F
13 Btu/hr-ft2-oF 23 Btu/hr-ft2-OF
Tn = 70° F
Equations 1 becomes: 16,000 + q = (1.1)(320)(70-TO) +151(70-TO)
sup
therefore: q = 503(70 - To) - 16,000
sup
(A)
This is the equation used to determine the amount of supplemental heat required
in the farrowing house when full of sows.-241-
B. Farrowing building empty
q =0 sen
Tn = 40
therefore equation 1 becomes:
q = 151(40 - To) sup
(B)
This is the equation used to determine the amount of supplemental heat required
in the farrowing house when empty.
c. Nursery building full
q = (80 Btu/pig)(128 pigs) = 10,240 Btu/hr sen
minimum ventilation rate = (2.5 cJ?Wpig)(128 pigs) = 320 cm
% (36’ + 22’)(2)(8’) + 36’ X 22’ ~=
13 23 = 106 Btu/hr-°F
Tn = 80° F
Equation 1 becomes: 10,240 + q = (1.1)(320)(80 - To) + 106(80 - To)
sup
therefore: q = 458(80 - To) - 10,240
sup
D. Nursery building empty
q =0 sen
Tn = 40
therefore equation 1 becomes:





From original “cumulative percentage frequency of ‘occurrence”,Table I,
subtract cumulat~ve frequencies to get a frequency of occurrence at an average
temperature between two cumulative frequency temperatures. This has been done
and recorded in Table 11. Table III contains values obtained by nfultiplying
(frequency)(.01)(# days in the appropriate month). This gives the number of
days in each month that a temperature occurs. In Table IV q-supplemental is
obtained by substituting q = 503(70 - To) sup
- 16,000 when To = -22.5.
This value is then
found in Table 111 x 24
~ = 30,528 Btu/hr sup
multiplied by the appropriate frequency for each month
hrs/day to obtain energy values.
These values are then summed over the month in each of the four categories
to obtain the total energy requirement for each month under 4 circumstances.
Example using (A) and January at -22.5° F.
qsup = 30,528 Btu/hr
(30,528 Btu/hr)(.155 days)(24 hrs/day) = 113,564 Btu
(qsup)(llof days from Table 111)(24 hrs/day)-243-
Energy Requirements for Farrowing System 10
Continuous farrowing
Assumptions: 16 sow farrowing house 36’ x 38’ x 8’
280 piglet nursery 24’ x 48’ x 8’
Both facilities will be operated independently and continuously at
full capacity
Heat Balance Equations:
farrowing house: qsup = 503(70 - T.) - 16,000 (A)
nursery facility:
minimum ventilation rate = (2.5 cfm/pig)(280 pigs) = 700 cfm
A~/~ = (24 +48)(2) X 8 + (24 X 48)
13 23
= 139 Btu/hr°F
‘sensible = (80 Btu/hr/pig)(280 pigs) = 22,400 Btu/hr
fundamental equation: q9en + q
sup = qB + qvent .
22,400 + q = 139(80 - To) + (1.1)(700)(80 - T.)
sup
q = 839(80 - TO) - 22,400 (B)
sup
q = O when TO = 53°F
sup
Using weather data it is found that the total number of Btu’s
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Pollution Levels for Various Facilities-300-
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